
Abstract: The 29 individuals found in 27 graves at Nagycenk were buried there in the time period between 2000–1700 
BC, according to radiocarbon dates – i.e. at the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age in Hungary. The cemetery is of unique impor-
tance, both because of the richness of burial assemblages (altogether 30 bronze objects, 5 gold jewelries) and the scarcity of known 
Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries. 15 percent of the ca. 180 burials in total, which relate to this culture in Hungary, are in this cemetery, 
and because of the few published burial sites, the cemetery at Nagycenk represents about one fourth of the materials published so far 
in the whole distribution area of the culture. Pottery style, typology and raw material of metal artefacts, as well as the radiocarbon 
dates (with the earliest among the published radiocarbon dates in context of this culture) support the dating of the cemetery section 
to the early phase of the Gáta–Wieselburg culture. The oval arrangement of burials around grave 55 and grave 1 suggest that each of 
these correspond to a household of high status men representing a few generations of the population living in the settlement excavated 
in the vicinity of Nagycenk.

Keywords: Early Bronze Age, western Hungary, Gáta–Wieselburg culture, burials, copper and bronze metallurgy, relative 
and absolute chronology, socio-archaeological analysis

INTRODUCTION

The area surrounding the Lake Neusiedlersee is situated in the central region of the distribution area of the 
Gáta–Wieselburg culture during end of the Early Bronze Age and Middle Bronze Age period (Reinecke Br A1b and 
A2, cca. 2100–1700/1600 BC) according to Hungarian terminology.1 The strip of land around the Hungarian part 
of the lake, as well as the villages – situated a little farther, near the M85 road, including for example Nagycenk –, 
are exceptionally rich in archaeology, which represents various ages.2 As a result of the 2004 rescue excavation at 
Nagycenk, a new site was put on the distribution map of the Middle Bronze Age Gáta–Wieselburg culture, extend-
ing between the River Rába and the Vienna Basin.3 Preceding a rail track correction of the Nagycenk section of the 
Sopron–Szombathely railway, excavations were carried out along the line of construction, to the west from the 
village, near the Austrian–Hungarian border, along the north side of the Arany stream. As the SW part of the site 
was affected by the construction of the railway track, we were able to survey only a 100 by 60 meters large area in 
the Lapos-rét field, extending to the NW from the bend of the stream, however, the site continued to the N and E. 
The excavations took place in two campaigns – in accordance with the construction –, in May 2004 and between 
November 2004 and January 2005, during the winter months, sometimes in fairly harsh conditions. The valley of 
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the small stream, which could have been an important traffic route since Prehistoric times, was inhabited in almost 
all ages, as shown by the map of archaeological sites within the present day territory of Nagycenk (Fig. 1).4 In the 
southern slope of the field, which was closer to the Arany stream, and was adjacent to the soggy meadow, Lengyel 
culture pits were found (dating from the Late Neolithic period),5 and the outer perimeter of the Bronze Age cemetery 
was also found among the sunken house pits of the Árpád period (12th c.) village of Tóthczenk.6 During the excava-
tion traces of the Bronze Age settlement were also found to the north of this cemetery, along the Arany stream.7

The 2004-2005 excavations uncovered 27 Bronze Age burials on the southern slope of the flat hill stretch-
ing along the Arany stream (Fig. 2.1). The Prehistoric burial site extended towards the top of the hill as well; how-
ever, only a part of the cemetery fell within the area of the rescue excavation. This does not allow a comprehensive 
study of the population, as the excavated graves represent only a segment of the community using the cemetery. 
Taking this into account, nonetheless, the excavation of the site is still significant, considering the few number of 
Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries and the richness of the finds recovered (30 bronze objects, 5 golden jewelries). There 
are altogether 180 Gáta–Wieselburg burials known so far from Hungary, 15% of which (27 burials) come from 

Fig. 1. Archaeological sites in the vicinity of Nagycenk based on official archaeological register, with the place of the excavated area  
(Lapos-rét and Kövesmező altogether under Kövesmező site name)

4 For the latest review concerning archaeological sites in 
the area of Nagycenk as well as the excavations prior to the correction 
of the rail track, see: Gömöri 2016, 229, Fig. 1–2. Archaeological 
excavations are currently underway for the M85 road, on the southern 
side of the Arany stream and western side of the railway, which will 
soon yield relevant new data on the Bronze Age research of the area. 
In 2018, the Momentum Mobility Research Group, at the Institute of 
Archaeology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, conducted fur-
ther research (systematic field surveys and geophysical surveys) in the 
southern area of the Fertő Lake, as well as along the Arany stream. 

5 Gömöri 2007; Gömöri 2011.
6 Gömöri 2016.
7 Located along the old course of the Arany stream (before 

corrections). Map projection: EOV, Page numbers: 61-221, 61-222. 
P: 50, X: 254 030, Y: 471 780, m a.s.l.: 162,5. Parcel number: 07/11, 
019/4 (2004). Rescue excavation by J. Gömöri: 27. 10. 2004.–24. 03. 
2005. Prehistoric pits and scattered ceramic sherds were found in the 
trenches prior to excavating the new course of the stream: SM Ar-
chaeological Archives 848. Materials from the Bronze Age settlement 
are being assessed by Eszter Melis.
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Fig. 2. 1. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét (2004–2005) excavation map (black: features of the Bronze Age, grey: Neolithic and Arpad period features);  
2. Bronze Age burials with determined sex and metal grave goods
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Nagycenk, and there are approximately another 1000 of them known from Austria.8 Yet, there have been only a few 
of them published: approximately 20 graves from Hainburg-Teichtal,9 36 graves from Bratislava-Rusovce (Oroszvár; 
in separate publications),10 barrows with burials of more periods in Jois (Nyulas) and Oggau (Oka), one and two 
graves from Szeleste and Hegyeshalom respectively.11 There is but only one cemetery fully published recently, from 
Zsennye (yet, out of the 24 graves there were only 13 with human bones materials).12 Thus, the burials in Nagycenk 
represents about one fourth of the materials published so far. The present discussion relies on Zsuzsanna Zoffmann’s 
results with regard to anthropological assessment of human remains (29 skeletons were found in the graves).13

GRAVES AND GRAVE GOODS

Grave 1 (Fig. 3–4)
Grave-pit: at -38 cm, oval shaped pit, boundaries were visible on the scraped surface. It was dug into the clayey-pebbly soil, and the pit fill 
contained a lot of charcoal and dark grey soil. 7–12 cm below the scraped/cleaned surface (and 28 cm above the skeleton) remains of charred 
wooden planks were detected. This layer – only 2–10 cm above the humeri – was the trace of either a flat wooden cover panel assembled of 
planks (supported by bulks on the two sides of the grave), or a coffin. 
Dimensions: Length: 240 cm, Width: 70 cm to the South, 112 cm to the North; Depth: 15 cm
Orientation: WSW–ENE
Human remains: Poorly preserved skeleton, laid supine, right lower arm resting on the chest, the left one pulled up to the left shoulder. Legs bent 
at knees, slightly pulled up and turned to the left, in a semi-flexed position. The shin bones were found at the end of the pit, when removing the 
charred wooden layer. 
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 23–28 years old, male
Grave inventory:
1. Copper14 Cypriot pin (Schleifenkopfnadel), found at the left shoulder, with a thin wire wrapped 11 times around the neck of the pin. Length: 
17 cm, Thickness: 0.2 cm, Weight: 15 g (Fig. 3.1.1) 
2. Copper neck ring (Ösenhalsring) with flattened and rolled ends, and round cross-section, found at the right shoulder. Diameter: 17 cm, Thick-
ness: 0.7 cm, Weight: 121.3 g (Fig. 3.1.2). Two samples were taken by drilling from the part with maximum width.15 
3. Copper neck ring (Ösenhalsring) with rolled ends. Similar to no. 2, but the ends are more open. Placed above find no. 2. Diameter: 16.2 cm, 
Weight: 137.6 g (Fig. 4.1.3)
4. Copper arm spiral made of an oval cross-section band with 10-turns. Found at the right lower arm. Both ends are broken. Length: 7 cm, 
Thickness: 0.5 cm, Width: 6.3 cm, Weight: cca. 160 g (measured with the supporting paper roll: 168 g) (Fig. 4.1.4)
5. Copper dagger, with curved blade, thickened in the middle, and with rounded triangular handle fastened to the blade with three square-sec-
tioned rivets, found at the left elbow. The broken edges of the handle, as well as two fragmented rivet holes indicated that the weapon had been 
repaired. Its asymmetric shape suggests re-sharpening. The organic handle left a curved mark on the blade. Length: 11 cm, Width: 4.5 cm, Length 
of rivets: 0.7 cm, 0.9 cm, 1 cm Weight: 29.3 g (without the rivets: 28 g). In the middle part two samples were taken by drilling.16 (Fig. 4.1.5) 
6. Small copper dagger with three rivets, found below the other one (no. 5). Two square sectioned rivets were found in situ and were collected. 
The middle one was longer, and it was found in secondary position. Length: 8.1 cm, Width: 3.5 cm, Length of rivets: 0.8 cm, 1 cm, 1.5 cm, 
Weight: 20.9 g (without the rivets: 19.9 g) (Fig. 4.1.6) Three samples were taken by drilling from the middle part.17

7. Deep bowl, found at the left side of the skull, with slightly everted rim and spherical shape. It is dark grey and burnished on the inside and outside, 
originally with three strap handles from the rim to the shoulder. Diameter at the rim: 22 cm, Height: 9 cm (complete), Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 4.1.7)

 8 KreNN-leeb 2011a; KreNN-leeb 2011b; sauer et al. 
2012, sauer et al. 2013; FraNz et al. 2014; Melis 2017, 8–10.

 9 beNiNGer et al. 1930; finds from the cemetery (320 
graves in total) are being assessed by Alexandra Krenn-Leeb (kreNN-
leeb 2011a).

10 KőszeGi 1958; bóNa 1975, 237–239; Pichlerová 1980; 
bazovský–ŠeFčáková 1996; bartík et al. 2016

11 hicke 1987; NaGy–FiGler 2009, 257–261.
12 NaGy 2013.
13 Zsuzsanna Zoffmann published the anthropological 

analyses of 27 (28?) individuals from 26 graves (zoFFmaNN 2008). 

During her recent analyses, Kitti Köhler completed the list of indi-
viduals to 29, by identifying more parts of the child from Grave 66 and 
also human bone remains from the Árpád Age settlement feature 50, 
that belong to disturbed Grave 75. 

14 Good condition metal finds were examined by pXRF, 
thanks to Boglárka Maróti’s help, so in several cases we could identify 
copper and bronze artefacts.

15 Sampling by Ernst Pernicka (2005).
16 See note 15.
17 See note 15.
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Fig. 3. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 1
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8. Double-handled jug, found at the right side of the skull, on a slightly higher level, with its mouth pointed towards east. It is spotted gray, 
burnished, and has funnel shaped neck, slightly stout, biconical shape, with two hour-glass shaped handles from the rim to the upper part of the 
vessel. A triangular sectioned rib applied around the bottom of the neck. Slightly visible irregular incisions can be seen below the handles. Di-
ameter at the rim: 12 cm, Heighth: 14.5 cm, Diameter of the base: 6 cm, Thickness: 0.5-0.6 cm (Fig. 4.1.8)
9. A rim sherd, decorated with a rib and with finger impressions on the coarse surface of the neck, was found in the fill. Its original position could 
not be ascertained. Reddish-brown colour, rough ware. The rim is diagonally cut. Height: 2.9 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 4.1.9)

Grave 51 (Fig. 5.51)
Grave-pit: a discoloration, slightly protruding into the area of the excavation has been scraped expanding the trench with the machine and reveal-
ing the grave-pit.
Dimensions: Length: 170 cm, Width: 85 cm, Depth: 10 cm
Orientation: WSW–ENE
Human remains: Robust, well preserved skeleton, with a skull turned left, looking north. Upper body in supine position, left arm is next to the 
body, with the hands pulled to the shoulder, or to the face. The right lower arm is placed on the left upper arm. The pelvis is in front, both legs 
are bent at knees, moderately pulled up on the left side.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 36–42 years old, male
Grave inventory: 
1. Double-handled, dark grey jug, found at the right shoulder. It has everted rim, curved, funnel shaped neck, stout body, wide shape, and bur-
nished surface outside and on the inside of the neck. Two slim, hour-glass shaped handles starting from the rim, and attached to the upper part 
of the body. There is a slightly raised rib around the neck, and there are two straight parallel horizontal incisions running around the body, below 
the handles. Diameter at the rim: 12 cm, Height: 15 cm, Diameter at the base: 6 cm, Thickness: 0.4cm (Fig. 5.51.1)
2. Deep bowl, found at the left elbow, with light grey colour, and worn burnishing. It has everted rim, curved, funnel shape neck, reverse truncated 
cone-shaped body, with pointed shoulders. It is restored on one side. There were originally four knobs on the shoulder, all of them had oval 
shapes, and each had one or two vertical holes. Of the third one, only a fragment remained. Diameter at the rim: 20 cm, Depth: 10 cm, Diameter 
at the base: 6.5 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 5.51.2)

Grave 53 (Fig. 5.53)
Grave-pit: Oblong, with rounded corners. 
Dimensions: Length: 170 cm, Width: 73–105 cm, Depth: 17 cm
Orientation: WSW–ENE 
Human remains: poorly preserved skeletal remains; most of the ribs and the spinal vertebrae were decayed, and the ends of the arm and leg bones 
as well. Skull is tilted to the right, facing south. One arm is pulled up to the skull. Legs are moderately pulled up to the right side. 
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 10–12 years old, (infans II)
Grave inventory:
1. There is a gold wire hair ring (Noppenring) on the left temple. Diameter: 1.3 cm, Weight: 2 g (Fig. 5.53.1)
2. Slightly square sectioned, thin, bronze neck ring with rolled ends (Ösenhalsring). One end is broken off. Diameter: 9.5–10 cm, Thickness: 
0.3 cm, Weight: 15.7 g (Fig. 5.53.2)
3–4. To the west of the skull, at the edge of pit, there were three tiny copper or bronze spiral beads found, a few centimeters higher than the 
skull. They were placed in the grave perhaps separately from the body, however, possible bioturbation cannot be ruled out. Twenty bronze spiral 
tubes (arranged in two rows) were found around the neck, preserved in corroded state (16 of them were ca 1.5–2 cm long originally). Diameter: 
0.5 cm, weight of: 0.1 cm (of the wire) Length: 1.5–2 cm, Weight (measured together with the line): 13 pcs: 16.7 g; spiral bead fragments (77 
pcs): 8 g. (Fig.  5.53.3–4) The two necklaces originally were held together by tube shaped shells of snails – of the species Anatalis (dentalium) 
Quindeciess Triata, however, after restoration these are not present among the grave goods. 
5. Bronze ring (Noppenring). Found near to one of the fingers, which was placed close to the skull. Damaged during the excavation. Diameter: 
ca. 1.8 cm, Thickness: ca. 1 mm thick wire; Weight: 0.5 g (Fig. 5.53.5)
6. Copper or bronze spiral arm ring, poorly preserved, found on the left lower arm, which was pulled up to the skull. Square-sectioned wire, 
both ends were broken off. Diameter: 4 cm, Thickness: 0.2 cm, Weight: 13.7 g (Fig. 5.53.6)
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Fig. 4. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 1
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7. Deep bowl, found at the foot. It is brownish grey, burnished, and has everted rim, funnel shaped neck, and pointed shoulder. Diameter: 25 cm, 
Height: 6.5 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 5.53.7)
8. Single handled jar, placed inside the bowl, which was placed at the feet. It is dark grey, with light brown stains. It is burnished, and has pro-
nouncedly funnel-shaped neck, with a handle below the rim, applied to the upper part of the ovoid belly. Diameter at the rim: 10.5 cm; Height: 
8.5 cm; Diameter at the base: 5 cm; Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 5.53.8)

Grave 54 (Fig. 6–7)
Grave-pit: relatively large and deep, with vertical walls. At the west end, piled up above the skull, there were the remains of at least three vessels.
Dimensions: Length: 240 cm, Width: 120 cm, Depth: 75 cm
Orientation: WSW–ENE 
Human remains: the skull was found at -70 cm, together with a neck ring.The upper part of the body is laid prone, while the body was crouched 
on its right side; the skull is looking south. Both arms were tightly flexed in front of the face. Legs were tightly pulled up.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 44–50 years old, female
Grave inventory:
1. Copper neck ring (Ösenhalsring) with rolled ends. Diameter: 16.3 cm, Thickness (max): 1 cm, Weight: 179 g (Fig. 6.54.1)
2. Behind the skull fragments of a large vessel were found. Following restoration, it turned out to be an amphora, with assymetric handle. It is 
reddish brown, with grey stains, and burnished surface. It has everted rim, funnel neck, wide biconical body, and two long handles, applied from 
the rim (or a bit below) to the upper part of the belly. There is also a round shaped strap handle applied to the upper part of the vessel. On the 
reverse side there is a swallowtail shaped applique decoration. There are two parallel incisions running around, below the handles. Diameter at 
the rim: 20.5 cm, Height (reconstructed): 26.5 cm, Diameter at the base: 10 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 7.54.2 two views of the vessel)
3. Above the fragments of no. 2, a single-handled pot was found. It is grey, with reddish-brown stains, burnished. If has everted rim, smoothed 
shoulders, ovoid body. Its mouth was facing west. The fragment of a strap handle remained on the shoulder. Traces of smoothing is visible on 
the upper part of the belly. Diameter at the rim: 14.5 cm; Height: 14 cm, Diameter at the base: 7.5 cm; Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 6.54.3)
4. Small, single-handled pot was found to the south of find no. 2, with its mouth facing east. It is grey, and reddish brown, burnished. It has 
everted rim, funnel neck, biconical body. Applied to the bottom of the neck, there were three elongated knobs and the lower fragment of a small 
strap handle. Decorated with a band of three, irregular incised lines, running around the neck and the knobs. Diameter at the rim: 14 cm, Height: 
13 cm, Diameter at the base: 7 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 6.54.4)
5. Small, single-handled jar. Found during conservation, among the fragments of find no. 2. It is reddish brown, with grey stains, and rough 
texture. It has everted rim, smoothed shoulder, and ovoid body. Diameter at the rim: 7 cm, Height: 10 cm, Diameter at the base: 5.5 cm, Thick-
ness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 6.54.5)
Other fragments of small vessels, in the piles behind the skull: 
6. Fragments of a jug/cup. It has funnel neck, and everted rim. Diameter at the rim: 12 cm, Height: 4 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 6.54.6)
7. Fragment from the upper body of a single-handled pot. Height: 3.8 cm, Width: 5.5 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 6.54.7)
8. Rim of a thick-walled vessel. Width: 3.5 cm, Thickness: 1 cm (Fig. 6.54.8)

Grave 55 (Fig. 8–9)
Grave-pit: compared to the full length of the crouched skeleton (ca. 90 cm) it is considerably large, it has rounded corners and straight walls, 
filled with brown earth. The lighter coloured streaks at the skull, and along the side of the grave-pit possibly indicate bioturbation. 
Dimensions: Length: 225 cm, Width: 130 cm, Depth: 92 cm
Orientation: W–E 
Human remains: Skeleton is laid on its right side, upper body in prone position, tightly flexed arms in front of the body. 
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 37–46 years old, male 
Grave inventory:
1. Flanged bronze axe (Randleistenbeil), found on the right side of the upper body. The place of the handle was also visible due to rotted wood 
remains. Length: 12.3 cm, Width: at the neck 0.8 cm, at the edge 4.5 cm. Weight: 162.6 g (Fig. 8; Fig. 9.55.1)
2. Copper, thick and round-sectioned neck ring (Ösenhalsring), found on the lower jaw. Diameter: 14.7 cm, Max. thickness: 1 cm, Weight: 
177.5 g (Fig. 9.55.2)
3. Bronze arm ring, in a 5-turn spiral and with both ends narrowed down, found on the left arm, part of it was underneath the skeleton. Dia meter: 
6.5 cm, Thickness: 12.4 cm (winded up from a 0.4 cm thick wire), Weight: 106.7 g (Fig. 9.55.3)
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Fig. 5. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 51, grave 53
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4. Double-handled jug, found behind the skull. It has everted rim, funnel neck, stout, globular body, and a shallow base ring. Its surface is bur-
nished, the upper part of the vessel decorated with a band of three incised lines running around, and there is also the fragment of a shallow rib 
around the lower part of the neck. Diameter at the rim: 10 cm, Height (reconstructed): 12.5 cm, Diameter at the base: 5 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm 
(Fig. 9.55.4)
5. Chipped stone micro blade tool at the right side of the skull with trapezoid cross-section. Its right point is curved both at the distal and the 
proximal sides, resulted in a half crescent shape, with no bulbus and talon. The raw material is Szentgál radiolarit. Length: 1.743 cm, Width: 
0.831 cm, Thickness: 0.301 cm (Fig. 9.55.5) 18

6. Bronze dagger with triangular blade and two rivets, found underneath the ribs, on the left side, at the left arm. The edge of the hilt plate is 
broken, and the three fragmented holes of former rivets show repairing. Traces of brown wood (or leather) sheath was also visible. Length: 
11.2 cm, Maximum width: 4.2 cm, Weight: 27.2 g (without the two rivets: 27 g) (Fig. 9.55.6)
7. Small, solid gold hair ring, with bent and swollen tripartite ends, found when removing the skull. Diameter: 1.2 cm; Width (of the folded 
part): 1 cm, Weight: 2.3 g (Fig. 9.55.7)
8. Large, solid gold hair ring, with bent tripartite ends, found when removing the skull (below find no. 7); Diameter: 1.5 cm; Width (of the folded 
part): 1 cm, Weight: 5.3 g (Fig. 9.55.8)
9. Gold hair ring with bent tripartite ends, found by the restorator when cleaning the skull. Diameter: 0.9 cm, Width (of the folded part): 0.7 cm, 
Weight: 2.2 g (Fig. 9.55.9)
10. Gold hair ring with bent tripartite ends, found by the restorator when cleaning the skull. Diameter: 1.3 cm, Width (of the folded part): 1 cm, 
Weight: 2.8 g (Fig. 9.55.10) 
Mixed fragments of ceramic vessels found in the pit fill:
11. Rim sherd of a pot. Everted, decorated with finger impressions. Width: 5 cm, Height: 4 cm, Thickness: 1.1 cm (Fig. 9.55.11)
12. Fragments of a pot decorated with finger impressions. Height: 3 cm, Thickness: 0.9 cm (Fig. 9.55.12)
13. Another chipped stone micro blade fragment was found below the skeleton. It is a proximal fragment with two ribs. It has trapezoid cross-
section, with a facetted talon and small bulbus. Its left side is straight, and uneven at the mezalis. The raw material is Szentgál radiolarit. Length: 
1.054 cm, Width: 0.738 cm, Thickness: 0.209 cm. (Fig. 9.55.13)

Grave 56 (Fig. 10–12)
Grave-pit: large surface patch, within which there was a discoloration of a smaller pit that contained several large ceramic sherds. While bring-
ing down the level a bit, fragments of at least four larger vessels, and other fragments were excavated. In the south part of the pit, a 25 cm large 
stone was found, which had one flat surface. When these objects were removed, the pit was excavated deeper with another 30 cm and there the 
skeleton was found in a rectangular depression (pit). South of the skull, at the end of the pit, there was another stone found, which had trapezoid 
shape and its size was similar to that of the above mentioned one. 
Dimensions: Length: 180 cm, Width: 90 cm, Depth: 32 cm 
Orientation: SW–NE 
Human remains: flexed position, laid on the right side, surrounded by ceramic vessels. The skull was flattened, looking southeast. Arms were 
flexed in front of the upper body, hands were placed below the chin, legs were moderately pulled up.
Orientation of the skeleton: SW–NE 
Anthropological description: 51–57 years old, female
Grave inventory:
1. In the northeast part of the pit, in the upper layer of the fill, a double-handled amphora was found. The upper part was fragmented, burnished, 
and light grey colour. It has narrow funnel neck, biconical shape. In between the two handles there were three fake handles at equal distances, 
sitting on the upper part of the vessel, connected by a pattern of three parallel incised lines. At each fake handle there is also a vertical incision 
running from the neck. There is an incised shallow rib around the shoulder. Diameter at the rim: 18.5 cm, Height: 33 cm, Diameter at the base: 
10 cm, Width of handles: 2.8–3.8 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm (Fig. 10.56.1)
2. Single-handled pot, dark grey, found in the northeast part of the pit, in the upper layer of the fill. It has everted rim, and polished surface, 
decorated with a pointed knob on the lower part of the neck. Diameter at the rim: 13 cm, Height: 13 cm, Diameter at the base: 7.5 cm, Thickness: 
0.6 cm (Fig. 11.56.2)
3. Fragments of a double-handled, dark grey amphora with burnished surface, found in the northeast part of the pit, in the upper layer of the fill. 
It has funnel neck, biconical shape, sharp carination. Two handles are applied to the upper part of the vessel; in between them there are two small 
fake handles, each at approximately equal distances from the handles. At the height of the lower part of the two handles, there are two shallow, 

18 Descripition and drawings of the stone tools made by 
Anna Priskin.
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Fig. 6. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 54
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Fig. 7. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 54
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but uneven incisions. The vessel has a slightly asymmetric shape, and considerably reconstructed. Diameter at the rim: 15 cm, Height: 24 cm, 
Diameter at the base: 9 cm, Width of handles: 2.1–3.1 cm, Thickness: 0.8 cm (Fig. 11.56.3.). 
Fragments of a large double-handled, brownish grey amphora with burnished surface, found in the southwest part of the pit, in the upper layer 
of the fill. It has everted rim, elongated, biconical body, shallow base ring. The handle was placed below the rim, and applied to the shoulder. 
There is a shallow rib running around the neck and a horizontal incised line on the upper part of the vessel. Below the carination the clay surface 
is unevenly worked. Several fragments of this vessel were found in the lower fill of the pit, above the left arm and the upper body. Diameter at 
the rim: 15.5 cm, Height: 28.5 cm, Diameter at the base: 9.2 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 12.56.4,5,8)
6. Fragments of a large, grey double-handled amphora, found in the lower fill of the pit, at the right side of the skull, and at the chin. It has fun-
nel neck, and a wide strap handle attached to below the rim and applied to the upper part of the vessel. The upper part was decorated with a few 
incisions, the clay of the lower part is unevenly smoothed. Diameter at the rim: 15 cm, Height (reconstructed): 26 cm, Diameter at the base: 
10.5 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 12.56.6)
7. Fragments of a small handled-pot, found at the left hand. The reddish grey upper part was burnished, the lower part was gently brushed. It has 
everted rim, curved neck, ovoid body. There were at least two small, oval knobs at the bottom of the neck. Diameter at the rim: 9 cm, Diameter 
at the base: 7 cm, Height (reconstructed): 11 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 11.56.7)
9. Fragments of another grey coloured amphora, found at the left knee and at the foot. It has biconical body and sharp carination. There are two 
short handles on the upper part of the vessel with small fake handles in between them, connected by a shallow incision. The surface of the lower 
part is unevenly smoothed. Diameter at the rim: 10 cm, Height: 21 cm, Thickness: 0.6-0.7 cm (Fig. 12.56.9)
10. Small, dark brown and burnished, ovoid jar without handle, found northeast of the left lower leg. It has inverted, little asymmetric rim. Dia-
meter at the rim: 5 cm, Height: 5 cm, Diameter at the base: 3.5 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 11.56.10)
11. Fragments of a reddish grey, handled-pot, found at the northwestern side of the pit. It has everted rim, curved neck, wide, biconical body, 
with worn burnishing on the outside. There are two oval pointed knobs on its shoulder. Diameter at the rim: 12 cm, Height (reconstructed): 12 
cm, Diameter at the base: 7.5 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm (Fig. 11.56.11)

Fig. 8. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, detailed photo of grave 55 with organic remains (photo by J. Gömöri)
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Fig. 9. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 55
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Fig. 10. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 56
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12. Possibly a fragment of no. 11
13. Copper or bronze tripartite hair ring, with solid, bent ends, found underneath the skull. The thickness of the wire is 0.2 cm, the widening 
middle part and the folded parts are 0.5 cm thick. Weight: 4.1 g (Fig. 11.56.13)
Scatter finds from the fill: 
14. Small spherical vessel, light brown and burnished. Diameter at the rim: 10 cm, Height: 5 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm (Fig. 11.56.14)
15. Wall sherd, brown colour, brushed. Height: 2.8 cm, Width: 4 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm (Fig. 11.56.15)

Grave 57 (Fig. 13.57)
Grave-pit: slightly oval shape, relatively small. 
Dimensions: Length: 134 cm, Width: 80 cm, Depth: 32 cm
Orientation: SW–NE 
Human remains: flexed skeleton, laid on its left. Arms partially preserved, legs were moderately pulled up.
Orientation of the skeleton: SW–NE 
Anthropological description: 6–7 years old, infans I
Grave inventory:
1. Cup with two handles, brownish grey and burnished, found at the left side of the skull. It has funnel neck, biconical body with carination at 
the lower third of the vessel. Base is slightly impressed, shaping a flat omphalos. Two hour-glass shaped, long strap handles were placed below 
the rim, and applied to the upper part of the vessel. Diameter at the rim: 6.6 cm, Height: 8 cm, Diameter at the base: 3 cm; Thickness: 0.4 cm 
(Fig. 13.57.1)
2. Tiny fragments of a poorly preserved greyish brown, handled jar with curved profile, found at the feet. Diameter at the rime: 10 cm, Height 
(reconstructed): 10 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 13.57.2)

Grave 58 (Fig. 13.58)
Grave-pit: oval and shallow. 
Dimensions: Length: 152 cm, Width: 89 cm, Depth: 35 cm
Orinetation: W–E 
Human remains: moderately flexed skeleton, laid on its right, arms were flexed in front of the upper body, the hands are in front of the face. 
Bronze patina was observed on the jaw. 
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 32–36 years old, female
Grave inventory:
1. Small fragments of a copper or bronze hair ring were found at the nape. Weight: 0.7 g (Fig. 13.58.1)

Grave 59 (Fig. 13.59)
Grave-pit: already on the scraped level, very shallow. 
Dimensions: Length: 82 cm, Width: 35 cm, Depth: 0 cm
Orientation: W–E
Human remains: very poorly preserved skeleton of a child, perhaps laid on its left side 
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E 
Anthropological description: 8–9 years old, infans II
Grave inventory:
1. Base fragment of a dark grey, small pot, found at the knee. Its surface is rough. Diameter at the base: 6 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 13.59.1)
2. A chipped stone micro blade was found close to the grave pit with one rib at the front side. It has triangular cross-section, its talon is birdwing-
shaped, with a big bulbus. The distal end is stair-like, the proximal is stumpy. There is small fragmentation on the right blade, while both the left 
blade on the front, proximal and at the back, distal side have worked with one-raw retouch. The raw material is probably Sümeg radiolarit. 
Length: 2.954 cm, Width: 1.22 cm, Thickness: 0.549 cm (Fig. 13.59.2)

Grave 60 (Fig. 13.60)
Grave-pit: narrow, relatively short, slightly rectangular
Dimensions: Length: 143 cm, Width: 67 cm, Depth: 34 cm 
Orientation: W–E 
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Fig. 11. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 56
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Fig. 12. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 56
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Fig. 13. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 57, grave 58, grave 59, grave 60
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Human remains: Well preserved skeleton. The skull was detected at a depth of -25 cm, it was looking left, with the jaw turned out of its place. 
The skeleton was laid supine, arms were resting on the chest, knees were turned to the left and were tightly crouched, in front of the chest. 
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthroplogical description: 40–46 years old, male
Grave inventory: none

Grave 61 (Fig. 14.61)
Grave-pit: relatively large, with rounded corners. 
Dimensions: Length: 205 cm, Width: 133 cm, Depth: 33 cm 
Orientation: W–E 
Human remains: laid on its left side, well preserved skeleton, the skull was looking north, the arms were flexed in front of the upper part of the 
body, the hands were placed in front of the face, open palms, one resting upon the other. Legs were pulled up tightly on the left side.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 48–54 years old, male 
Grave inventory:
1. Copper or bronze spiral arm ring, with 11-turns. Ends were narrowed down. Length: 6.4–7.4 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm, Width: 5.8 cm, Weight: 
161 g (Fig. 14.61.1)
2. While removing the bones, there was a copper or bronze pin with flattened and rolled head (Rollenkopfnadel), found underneath the left 
shoulder. It has rounded cross section. Length: 12 cm, Thickness: 0.3 cm, Weight: 6.2 g (Fig. 14.61.2)
3. Flattened spherical shaped amber bead. Original position in the grave is unknown: near the pin. Length: 1.2 cm, Diameter: 1.8 cm, Weight: 
1.1 g (Fig. 14.61.3)

Grave 62 (Fig. 15)
Grave-pit: compared to the size of the skeleton, it is remarkably large, but also shallow. 
Dimensions: Length: 210 cm, Width: 134 cm, Depth: 22 cm 
Orientation: W–E 
Human remains: moderately well preserved skeleton, prone position, skull tilted to the left, looking NNE, arms were placed along the upper part 
of the body, legs were moderately flexed on the left side.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E 
Anthropological description: 32–38 years old, male 
Grave inventory:
1. Copper neck ring (Ösenhalsring) with thick flattened and rolled end, and round cross-section, found on the neck. Diameter: 14.6 cm, Thick-
ness: 1 cm, Weight: 148.7 g (Fig. 15.62.1)
2. Bronze dagger, with five rivet holes and thick middle part, found near the right elbow. Middle part of the blade is widened. Around the hilt 
plate traces of brown organic material show the remains and a shape of a wooden handle. Only two rivets and the fragments of a third one were 
found. Length: 11.9 cm, Weight: 41.9 g, Length of rivets: 0.7 and 0.8 cm, Weight of rivets: 0.7 g (Fig. 15.62.2)
3. Deep bowl with burnished surface, dark-grey colour, found at the left side of the skull. It has strongly everted rim, smoothed shoulder, conical 
lower part. Much of the upper part was restored. There is no trace of handles on the remaining parts. Diamater at the rim: 25 cm, Height: 10 cm, 
Diameter at the base: 6 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 15.62.3)
4. Double-handled, burnished jug, dark-brown colour, found inside find no. 3. It has funnel neck, biconical body. The two handles are starting 
from the rim and attached to the upper part of the vessel; this upper part of the body is decorated by two horizontal incisions running around. 
Diameter at the rim: 10 cm, Height: 12.5 cm, Diameter at the base: 5 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm, Width of the handles: 1,7 cm (Fig. 15.62.4)

Grave 64 (Fig. 14.64)
Grave-pit: shallow, and its northeast end is wider (towards the feet).
Dimensions: Length: 120 cm, Width: 76 cm, Depth: 17 cm 
Orientation: SW–NE 
Human remains: flexed body, laid on its left side. The skull is looking NE, right arm is placed in front of the upper part of the body, legs were 
moderately flexed, lower limbs tightly pulled up to the thigs.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 23–39 years old, female
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Fig. 14. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 61, grave 64
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Grave inventory:
1. Small, single handled pot, with burnishing on the neck, found at the right lower arm. It has everted rim, wide mouth, curved neck, smoothed 
shoulder, conical lower part. The vessel is decorated with finger-grooves. Its short strap handle was attached from the lower part of the neck to 
the upper part of the body. Signs of wear on the rim. Diameter at the rim: 13.5 cm, Height: 12 cm, Diameter at the base: 7.5 cm, Thickness: 
0.5 cm (Fig. 14.64.1)

Grave 65 (Fig. 16–17.65)
Grave-pit: oval shaped, shallow pit, with two skeletons, one on top of the other with a few cms difference.
Dimensions: Length: 240 cm, Width: 60–120 cm, Depth: 30 cm 
Orientation: W–E 
Human remains: Both skeletons are relatively poorly preserved. The skull of the upper one is placed right on top of that of the other. The lower 
one, to the left, is skeleton ‘A’. The upper one, to the right, is skeleton ‘B’. 
Skeleton ‘A’ was laid supine, skull was turned left, looking north, the legs were pulled up, and turned to the same side. The right arm was bent 
at right angles, resting on the upper part of the body.
Skeleton ‘B’ was laid on its left side, the skull looking northeast, the right arm was bent, and placed on the upper body. Legs were moderately 
pulled up, and the lower legs were fully flexed to the thighs.
Orientation of the skeletons: W–E
Anthropological description: Skeleton ‘A’: 23–39 years old, female; skeleton ‘B’: 23–59 years old, male
Grave inventory:
1. Fragments of a large, brownish grey bowl, found to the immediate south of the skulls. Its base is approximately 10 cm higher than the skull. 
It is burnished inside and outside on the neck, while the body is decorated with finger-grooves on the coarse surface. It has everted rim, curved 
neck. The body has a reversed truncated cone shape. There is also one remaining strap handle, attached to the shoulder, and decorated by a 
double knob. Diameter at the rim: 50 cm, Height (reconstructed): 23 cm, Thickness: 1 cm (Fig. 16.65.1)
2. Nondiagnostic fragments of at least three different vessels, found in a pile, to the southwest of the skulls
3. Handled pot, dark grey colour, with light brown stains and burnished surface, found to the right from the skull of skeleton ‘A’, turned on its 
side, with the mouth of the pot looking northeast. It has everted rim, curved neck, globular body, with a strap handle, pulled from the rim, and 
applied to the upper part of the bowl. The base is slightly impressed, shaping a flat omphalos. Diameter at the rim: 16 cm, Height: 14.5 cm, 
Diameter at the base: 7.6 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 16.65.3)
4. Small, asymmetric, deformed pot, found at the right shoulder of Skeleton ‘A’, standing on its base. It has everted rim, curved profile; light 
brown colour on the outside, dark grey on the inside, with coarse, uneven surface. Diameter at the rim: 13.5 cm, Height: 12.5 cm, Diameter at 
the base: 9.5 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 16.65.4)
5. Small pot, dark grey colour, with light brown stains, found underneath the left side of Skeleton ‘B’. It has everted rim, curved neck, ovoid 
body. The neck and the shoulder are burnished, the body is covered with a rough clay, smeared layer. There is no trace of a handle. Diameter at 
the rim: 12.5 cm, Height (max.): 10 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm (Fig. 17.65.5)
6. Double-handled cup, found at the knee of Skeleton ‘B’, with its mouth facing southwest. It has funnel neck, slightly biconical body; light 
brown on the outside, grey on the inside, with worn burnishing. The hour-glass shaped handles are attached to the rim, and applied to the shoul-
der. Above the carination on the vessel there is a shallow incision running around. Diameter at the rim: 9 cm, Height: 10 cm, Diameter at the 
base: 4 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm, Width of the handle: 1.4–2.4 cm (Fig. 17.65.6)

Grave 66 (Fig. 17.66–Fig. 18.66)
Grave-pit: large, egg-shaped, and very shallow. 
Dimensions: Length: 190 cm, Width: 160 cm, Depth: 13 cm
Orientation: SW–NE
Human remains: Double burial. According to the anthropological analysis the bone fragments of a child and bones of a woman were identified. 
As the pit was shallow, bones lying higher (e.g. the right leg, or the top of the skull) could be displaced by agricultural work (ploughing). The 
ceramic vessels were detected already at the level of the scraped surface. The skull of the adult was on its side, facing north, the upper body was 
laid supine, with the right arm across the chest (probably pulled up to the left shoulder). The legs were moderately pulled up and turned to the left.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthroplogical description: 23–29 years old, female; 1–6 year-old child (infans I)
Grave inventory:
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Fig. 15. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 62
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Fig. 16. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 65
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Fig. 17. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 65, grave 66
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1. Fragments of a copper or bronze hair ring, found near the right hand (in secondary position, as the skull was disturbed). Diameter: 1.7 cm, 
Thickness: 0.2 cm, Weight: 2.7 g (Fig. 17.66.1) 
2. Fragments of a bronze hair ring. Found beside the displaced skull. Diameter: 1.5 cm, Thickness: 0.2 cm, Weight: 1.2 g (Fig. 17.66.2)
3. Double-handled cup, grey colour, with light brown stains, found on the right side of the upper body. It is turned on its side, with its mouth 
looking south. It has everted rim, curved neck, stout, biconical body, and worn burnishing on the surface. There is a shallow rib around the neck; 
the handle was attached to the rim and applied to the shoulder. Diameter at the rim: 10 cm, Height: 11 cm, Diameter at the base: 5 cm, Thickness: 
0.5 cm (Fig. 17.66.3)
4. Deep bowl with reversed conical shape, and dark grey colour found on the right side of the skeleton, underneath find no. 3. It has strongly 
everted rim, sharp carination on the body, burnished surface. It was already broken and fragmented into several pieces when placed in the grave. 
Diameter: 23 cm, Height: 11 cm, Diameter at the base: 6.5 cm, Thickness: 0.4–0.5 cm (Fig. 17.66.4)
5. Amphora with asymmetric handles, dark grey on the outside, light brown on the inside, found at the right lower leg. It has large, everted rim, 
funnel neck, slightly biconical body. There is a rib running around the neck. Two long, hour-glass shaped handles, attached to the rim and applied 
to the shoulder. There is also a small strap handle on the upper part of the vessel. Diameter at the rim: 17 cm, Height (reconstructed): 23 cm, 
Diameter at the base: 10 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 18.66.5)
6. Small pot, dark grey, found beside no. 5, to the east of it, with its mouth facing south. It has curved profile, the upper part is burnished on the 
outside; there is a slightly oblique oval knob handle on the shoulder, in front of that, the neck and the rim were restored. At the middle of the 
belly there is a shallow incision running around, below that, the surface is made rough. Diameter at the rim: 14.5 cm, Height: 14 cm, Diameter 
at the base: 8 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 17.66.6)
7. Handled pot, light brown colour, with grey stains, found beside find no. 5, to the northwest of it, standing on its base. It has everted, frag-
mented, curved rim, slightly everted (funnel) neck, stout globular body, asymmetric. A short, oblique strap handle is attached to the rim, applied 
to the carination on the belly. Diameter at the rim: 12.1 cm, Height: 13 cm, Diameter at the base: 7 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 18.66.7)
8. Fragment of a small bell-shaped jar, with light brown colour, and grey stains, found beside the upper body, on the right side, next to find no. 
3. It has everted rim, and worn burnish on the surface, with stump of a strap handle on the upper part of the vessel. Diameter at the rim: 9 cm, 
Diameter at the base: 5 cm, Height (reconstructed): 9.5 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 18.66.8)

Grave 67 (Fig. 18.67)
Grave-pit: part of the grave pit was outside the trench. Following the expansion of the trench, it turned out to be very shallow.
Dimensions: Length: 120 cm, Width: 60 cm, Depth: 3 cm 
Orientation: SW–NE 
Human remains: detected directly at the base of the ploughzone, at -40 cm, measured from the present-day surface level; thus, the skeleton was 
disturbed by ploughing, primarily in the area around the skull. Flexed position, turned to the right, the skull looking southeast, the jaw was in 
place. Arms were tightly flexed in front of the upper body, with the hands placed below the chin. Legs were moderately flexed and turned to the 
right side.
Orientation of the skeleton: SW–NE
Anthropological description: 31–40 years old, female
Grave inventory: none.

Grave 68 (Fig 19.68)
Grave-pit: oval shaped pit, cut 10–20 cm deep into the yellow clay subsoil. 
Dimensions: Length: 180 cm, Width: 120 cm, Depth: 16 cm 
Orientation: WSW–ENE 
Human remains: well preserved, the skull was damaged during excavation, it was turned to the right, looking south. The hands were pulled up, 
below the face. The upper body was laid prone, the legs were bent at right angles, in “kneeling” position.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 32–38 years old, female
Grave inventory:
1. Handled pot, dark grey colour with light brown stains, found at the end of the grave-pit. It has curved profile, burnished on the neck. The body 
is decorated with brushing, and there are three elongated, triangle sectioned knobs on the shoulder, and the stump of a strap handle. Diameter at 
the rim: 12 cm, Height: 15 cm, Diameter at the base: 10 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm, Width of the handle: 2.5 cm (Fig. 19.68.1)
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Fig. 18. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 66, grave 67, grave 69
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Grave 69 (Fig. 18.69)
Grave-pit: detected directly under the topsoil; 40 cm below the surface of the ploughzone. Boundaries are uncertain on the east-northeast sides.
Dimensions: Length: 200 cm (partial), Width: 80 cm, Depth: 7 cm 
Orientation: W–E
Human remains: the skull was disturbed by the plough. Robust, large skeleton, laid on the back, skull looking north. Below the waist, the body 
was laid on the left side, legs were moderately pulled up. The right arm was bent at right angles, to the left elbow, across the body. The left hand 
was pulled up to the left shoulder.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 36–45 years old, male 
Grave inventory: none. 

Grave 70 (Fig 19.70)
Grave-pit: rectangular shape, with rounded corners, shallow. 
Dimensions: Length: 160 cm, Width: 80 cm, Depth: 15.5 cm 
Orientation: W–E
Human remains: laid on the left side, flexed position, skull turned to the left, looking northeast. Arms were flexed, hands at the chin. Legs were 
turned on the left side, moderately flexed.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 14–15 years old, juvenis
Grave inventory:
1. Slightly asymmetric, single-handled cup, dark greyish brown colour, found intact, at the knees, in the northest end of the grave. Its mouth was 
looking east. It has everted rim, funnel neck, biconical body, burnished surface. A thin rib is running around the neck, from which the short strap 
handle was pulled, attached above the carination of the belly. Below the handle, there is a double incision running around the body, and opposite 
to the handle this incision connects to another double incision, which in turn connects to the rib on the neck. Height: 11 cm, Diameter at the rim: 
7 cm, Diameter at the base: 3.5 cm, Width of the handle: 1-3 cm, Thickness: 0.3 cm (Fig 19.70.1)
2. Fragments of a biconical cup, grey colour, with light brown stains, found between the knees and find no. 1. Diameter at the base: 4.5 cm, 
Height (reconstructed): 5 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig 19.70.2)
3. Wall sherd of another, thicker biconical cup. Height: 3.5 cm, Width: 3 cm, Thickness: 0.9 cm (Fig 19.70.3)

Grave 71 (Fig. 20.71)
Grave-pit: not detectable, 170 cm to the south from grave 70 a skeleton of a child was found at a depth of 13 cm. 
Human remains: laid on the right side, skull looking south. Legs were tightly pulled up to the chin. Poorly preserved.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 5–7 years old, infans I
Grave inventory: none. 

Grave 73 (Fig. 20.73)
Grave-pit: right beside grave 71, a large deposit of daub was detected, as if there was a pit fill, underneath it, there was the grave pit (of rectan-
gular shape, with rounded corners). 
Dimensions: Length: 120 cm, Width: 80 cm, Depth: 18 cm 
Orientation: E–W
Human remains: well preserved skeleton, with reversed orientation compared to the other burials, with the head to the east, and legs to the west, 
laid prone. Skull turned to the right, looking north. Arms were crossed under the belly. The skull was buried almost 10 cm deeper than the pelvis. 
Legs were turned to the right, flexed, the lower limbs pulled up to the pelvis, almost as if the body was squeezed into the pit.
Orientation of the skeleton: E–W
Anthropological description: 28–34 years old, female
Grave inventory:
1. Smaller amphora with asymmetric handles, dark grey colour. found in front of the face, but not very closely, in the northeast corner of the 
grave. Its funnel neck, and biconical body is burnished. The vessel is considerably restored. Two hour-glass shaped handles were attached to the 
neck below the rim. Inbetween the handles there is also a round shaped strap handle, attached to the upper part of the vessel, opposite to which 
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Fig. 19. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 68, grave 70
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there is an appliquè swallowtail motive. The shoulder is decorated with a shallow rib. Diameter at the rim: 14.7 cm, Height: 17 cm, Diameter at 
the base: 8 cm, Thickness: 0.4–0.5 cm (Fig. 20.73.1) 
2. Single handled cup, with yellowish brown colour, and worn burnishing found at the left elbow. The intact vessel has everted rim, the neck and 
the vessel have a pronouncedly biconical shape. The wide strap handle was attached below the rim and to the shoulder. Diameter at the rim: 8.3 
cm, Height: 10.1 cm, Diameter at the base: 3 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 20.73.2)

Grave 74 (Fig. 20.74)
Grave-pit: shallow, its boundaries are a little uncertain 
Dimensions: Length: 160 cm, Width: 90 cm, Depth: 10 cm 
Orientation: W–E 
Human remains: poorly preserved, laid on its rights side, flexed, looking southeast. Arms were flexed in front of the upper body, legs were tightly 
pulled up to the rights side, the elbows and knees almost touch.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 23–39 years old, female 
Grave inventory: 
1. Fragments of a double-handled amphora, dark grey colour, with reddish hue where the burnishing is worn off, found at the feet, in the north-
east end of the grave-pit. It has everted rim, funnel neck. Diameter at the rim: 15 cm, Height (reconstructed): 8 cm, Width of the handle: 3 cm, 
Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 20.74.1)
2. Bell shaped, single-handled cup, reddish brown on the outside, dark grey on the inside, found north of find no.1, with its mouth tilted towards 
east. It has everted rim, curved neck. There are three incised lines running around the body at the height of the bottom of the handle. Height: 
10 cm, Diameter at the base: 4 cm, Diameter at the rim: 9 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 20.74.2)
3. Fragments of a large, and thick-walled vessel, brownish grey, found at the southeast side of the grave-pit. Height: 3.2 cm, Width: 6.9 cm, 
Thickness: 1.6 cm 
4–5. Fragments of a small, funnel-necked cups, found among the fragments of find no.1. Diameter at the rim: 10 cm, Height: 3 cm, Thickness: 
0.3 cm (Fig. 20.74.4–5) 

Grave 75 (Fig. 21, Fig. 22.75)
Grave-pit: in the west part it was partly destroyed by the pit cut of feature no. 50, an Árpád period house.
Dimensions: Length: 50 cm (partial), Width: 30 cm (partial), Depth: 30 cm 
Orientation: W–E/ E–W
Human remains: only small remains of the non diagnostic human bones were identified
Grave inventory: 
1. Handled-pot with a slightly profiled base, dark grey colour, found in the north part of the pit. It has everted rim, and ovoid body, with a strap 
handle attached from the neck to the shoulder. At the height of its lower part there are also three horizontal knobs on the shoulder. The body is 
covered with a rough clay layer with finger grooves. Diameter at the rim: 14.5 cm, M. 15 cm, Diameter at the base: 6 cm, Thickness: 0.6–0.7 cm, 
Handle width: 2 cm (Fig. 22.75.1)
2. Fragments of an amphora with asymmetric handles, found NW from the vessel No. 1. It has funnel-shaped neck, biconical body, and three 
handles on the belly (Fig. 21) 

Grave 76 (Fig. 22.76)
Grave-pit: ovoid shape, very shallow.
Dimensions: Length: 92 cm, Width: 80 cm, Depth: 6 cm 
Orientation: W–E
Human remains: the skeleton was found at a depth of 5–10 cm measured from the scraped surface, bones were poorly preserved, the skull was 
turned to its right side, facing south, the body was in crouched position.
Anthropological description: 23–39 years old, female 
Orientation of the skeleton: SW–NE
Grave inventory:
1. Fragments of a light brown pot with dark grey stains, with knobs, found at the lower leg, tilted to its side, its mouth facing east. It has everted 
rim, curved wall, one knob on the shoulder, and worn burnishing. Diameter at the rim: 14.5 cm, Height (reconstructed): 14 cm, Thickness: 0.6 
cm (Fig. 22.76.1)
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Fig. 20. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 71, grave 73, grave 74
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2. Bronze hair ring with thick solid bent ends. Found beside find no. 1, at the knee. Diameter: 1.2 cm, Thickness: 0.1 cm, at the widened part: 
0.3 cm, Weight: 2.2 g (Fig. 22.76.2)
3. Bronze hair ring, with solid, tripartite bent ends, found underneath the skull. Similar to find no. 2. Diameter: 1.2 cm, Thickness: 0.1 cm, at 
the widened part: 0.3 cm, Weight: 2.8 g (Fig. 22.76.3)
4. Tubular copper or bronze fragment, found by the conservator when cleaning the skull. Diameter: 0,4 cm, Thickness: 0.15 cm, Weight: 0.3 g 
(Fig. 22.76.4)
5. Copper or bronze hair ring, found by the conservator when cleaning the skull. Similar to find no. 2. Diameter: 1.2 cm, Thickness: 0.1 cm, at 
the widened part: 0.3 cm, Weight: 2.6 g (Fig. 22.76.5)

Grave 77 (Fig. 23.77)
Grave-pit: very large, compared to the size of the skeleton, and its shape slightly resembles to that of a kidney.
Dimensions: Length: 230 cm, Width: 110 cm, Depth: 35 cm 
Orientation: W–E
Human remains: found at a depth of 30 cm, measured from the scraped surface (80 cm when measured from the topsoil). Skull slightly tilted to 
the right, facing southeast and slightly gazing up. The upper body was laid supine, the arms were flexed, pulled up to the right, as if holding 
something. Legs were moderately pulled up to the right.
Orientation of the skeleton: W–E
Anthropological description: 17–21 years old, female 
Grave inventory:
1. Bronze head band (diadem) with folded spiral terminals, found on the skull, ca. 1 cm wide. The edges on the two sides were decorated with 
punched dots in a row, and in two places the rows form “X”-motives. Diameter: 17 cm, Width: 1.2 cm, Weight: cca. 10 g (18.3 g together with 
plexi glas!) (Fig. 23.77.1)

Fig. 21. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, photo of grave 75, find no. 2 during restoration
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Fig. 22. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 75, grave 76
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Grave 78 (Fig. 23.78)
Grave-pit: very shallow; boundaries were unclear.
Dimensions: H: 110 cm, Width: 55 cm, Depth: 7 cm 
Orientation: W–E
Human remains: found directly underneath the scraped surface; possibly disturbed by the plough, only the skull remained, the other bones were 
decayed. 
Orientation of the skeleton: n.a. 
Anthropological description: 15–16 years old, infans II
Grave inventory:
1. Small, copper or bronze spiral arm ring, in a 4-turn spiral. Oval sectioned. Found in the central part of the grave. Length: 1.5 cm, Width: 
3.4 cm, Weight: 12 g (Fig. 23.78.1)
In the eastern part of the grave, there were ceramic vessels disturbed by the plough. They could be collected as separate piles of sherds.
2/A. Fragments of a single-handled deep bowl, dark grey, worn burnishing. Most of the fragments could be assembled. It has everted rim, curved 
neck, truncated cone shape. Based on the plan of the grave, these could be pile no. 2, consisting of larger fragments, as indicated on the drawing. 
Diameter at the rim: 19 cm, Diameter at the base: 7 cm, Height (reconstructed): 10 cm, Thickness: 0.7 cm (Fig. 23.78.2/A)
2/B. Fragments of a single-handled cup, light brown colour, with dark grey stains. Most of them could be assembled. Funnel neck, biconical 
body. The handle is applied to the upper part of the vessel, it was likely pulled from the shoulder. Below the handle, in the middle of the part 
there is an incised line running around. The base is slightly impressed, shaping a flat omphalos. Diameter at the base: 3 cm, Height (recon-
structed): 8.8 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 23.78.2/B)
2/C. Piece of a handle, light brown, with dark grey stains, attached to the vessel by a draught. The surface is smooth. Height: 3.8 cm, Width: 
2 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 23.78.2/C)
3. Following the restoration these fragments turned to be parts of vessels no. 2/A and 2/B.
4. Fragments of several vessels. The number 4/B belonged to a biconical, brownish grey cup. The base was cut off. Diameter at the base: 3.5 cm, 
Height: 3 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 23.78.4)
5. Three additional nondiagnostic sherds of thick walled vessels were collected from the fill. 

Grave 79 (Fig. 24)
Grave-pit: very shallow, south boundaries were uncertain.
Dimensions: Length: 170 cm, Width: 80 cm, Depth: 12 cm 
Orientation: W–E
Human remains: disturbed by ploughing, the skull is in situ, turned to the right, looking southeast, the other bones were displaced.
Orientation of the skeleton: n.a.
Anthropological description: 23–39 years old, sex undetermined 
Grave inventory:
1. Copper neck ring with rolled ends (Ösenhalsring), decorated with wires wrapped around the ends. Most probably from the area of the neck, 
but it was dragged by the plough towards the chest. Diameter: 16.7 cm, Thickness: 1.3 cm, Weight: 357.8 g (together with the 0.6 g spiral frag-
ments) (Fig. 24.79.1)
The burial vessels were also disturbed by the plough. Fragments of altogether six different vessels were identified:
2. Fragments of a large, double-handled amphora, dark grey colour, with light brown stains, found in the southeast part of the grave-pit. It has 
everted rim, curved neck, burnished surface. Two hour-glass shaped handles were attached to the rim and to the upper part of the vessel. In be-
tween them there is a U-shaped rib decorating the upper part of the vessel. Diameter at the rim: 19.5 cm, Height (max.): 13 cm, Thickness: 
0.6 cm, Width of the handle: 2.5–4.8 cm (Fig. 24.79.2)
3. Fragments of a jug, brownish grey. Found at the western edge of the pit. Strongly everted rim, stout, biconical body with burnished surface, 
the base is slightly impressed, shaping a flat omphalos. The horizontal ribs around the neck, and the upper part of the vessel are connected by a 
vertical rib. There is also a fragment of a matching handle, which was attached to the upper part of the jug. Diameter at the rim 15.6 cm, 
Height (max.): 14.5 cm, Diameter at the base: 7 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm, Width of the handle: 3.2 cm (Fig. 24.79.3)
4/A. Fragment of a pot, dark grey with light brown stains, found in the northeast part of the grave. It has everted rim, curved neck, ovoid body, 
burnished surface. Triangular sectioned knob, standing upright on the shoulder. Diameter at the rim: 16 cm, Height: 16 cm, Diameter at the base: 
8.5 cm, Thickness: 0.8 cm (Fig. 24.79.4/A)
4/B. Fragments of a single-handled cup, dark grey with reddish brown stains, found in the northeast part of the pit. Funnel neck, stout, globular 
body. There is a strap handle applied to the shoulder. Above the carination of the vessel, at the height of the stump of the handle there are three 
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Fig. 23. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 77, grave 78
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parallel incised lines, running around, and crossed by bands of five lines running down on the upper part of the vessel. Diameter at the base: 
5 cm, Height (reconstructed): 11.2 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm, Width of the handle: 1.5–3.5 cm (Fig. 24.79.4/B)
5. Fragment of a thick strap handle, dark grey, smooth surface. Height: 3.9 cm, Width: 3.2 cm, Thickness: 1.1 cm (Fig. 24.79.5)
6. Rim fragment possibly from a small pot, straight, light brown colour. Diameter at the rim: 10 cm, Height: 3 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm (Fig. 24.79.6)

Feature 22 (Fig. 25–26)
Description: While scraping the surface, this one seemed as if this was an oval shaped grave covered by stones. The whole pit was filled with 
round river stones, as if the brown humus was only washed into the pit from outside. At -70 cm depth (measured from the scraped surface), there 
were small rim fragments of a bowl found at the eastern side of the pit. Going deeper to -100 cm depth, the pit became cylindrical (120 cm in 
diameter). At -200 cm depth the cut seemed already as a well pit. The well-pit had a regular cylindrical form, cut into the sandy soil. The bottom 
was reached at -290 cm. 
Orientation: W–E
Description of the finds:
1. Rim fragment of an interior decorated footed bowl. There are circular holes on the rim. On the outside, it is decorated by a band of incised 
lines below the rim. On the inside, there is a band of notches and below that two incised lines running around. Height: 2 cm, Width: 2.6 cm, 
Thickness: 1 cm (Fig. 26.22.1)
2. Wall sherds of a dark grey, handled cup with biconical body, burnished surface, the upper part of the body is decorated with a band of incised 
lines. Height: 4 cm, Width: 3 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 26.22.2)

Feature 27 (Fig. 27–29)
Description: Oval pit, filled with mixed brown soil. The base of the pit was sloping towards the middle, where there were seven Bronze Age 
vessels, all of them laid on their sides, with their mouths looking southwest. At the north end of the pit, there were three vessels, placed tightly 
next to one another. This whole set consisted of different storage and cooking vessels, except for bowls and jugs, which were lacking. There 
were three larger vessels (2/A, 3/A, 4/A), each had smaller vessels inside of them, as discovered during the conservation. The fragments no. 5 
and no. 7 turned out to be parts of the same pot during the restoration. Small bone fragments (sheep/goat19) were found in no. 4/A vessel. 
Dimensions: Length: 190; Width: 100 cm, Depth: 40 cm
Orientation: SW–NE 
Description of the finds: 
1. Double-handled amphora, dark grey and burnished, found in the west part of the pit. It has strongly everted rim, funnel neck, stout, globular 
body, with its center of gravity in the lower third. Two short triangularish strap handle on the widest part of the belly. There is an incisied line 
running around, below the neck and the handles. Diameter at the rim: 16 cm, Height: 20, Diameter at the base: 8 cm, Thickness: 0.7–0.8 cm 
(Fig. 27.27.1)
2/A. Large jug, dark grey, with reddish stains. Found at the northeast end of the pit, between no. 1, and no. 3. It has strongly everted rim, curved 
funnel neck, globular body, the base is missing. There is a rib at the bottom of the neck, and there is a short handle attached to here, and to the 
upper part of the body. Below the handle there is a horizontal rib running around the belly, connected by two vertical ribs, which are positioned 
at qual distances from the handle. Part of the side opposite the handle is missing. Diameter at the rim: 18 cm, Height (reconstructed): 18 cm, 
Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 28.27.2/A)
2/B. Handled pot, light brown colour, with grey strongly everted rim, curved funnel neck, ovoid body, found inside no. 2/A. Strap handle, start-
ing from the rim, and attached to the shoulder. Opposite to the handle there is a fracture surface left by an oval knob. Diameter at the rim: 12 cm, 
Height: 11 cm, Diameter at the base: 7 cm, Thickness: 0.4 cm (Fig. 28.27.2/B)
3/A. Amphora with asymmetric handle, grey colour with light brown stain, found in the north part of the pit. It was placed on top of no. 2, but 
was partly disturbed. It has everted rim, funnel neck, strongly biconical body part, worn burnishing. Two long, hour-glass shaped handles start-
ing below the rim, attached to the shoulder. The bottom of the neck is smoothed, and there is an appliqué swallowtail motive between the two 
hand les, on the upper part of the belly, opposite to which the surface is fractured – there was probably a small handle here. There is an unevenly 
incisied double line running around on the upper part of the belly. Diameter at the rim: 21 cm, Diameter at the base: 11 cm, Height (reconstucted): 
27.5 cm, Thickness: 0.7–0.8 cm (Fig. 28.27.3/A)
3/B. Single handled small cup, dark grey, found inside no. 3/A during conservation. It has everted rim, funnel neck, slightly asymmetric, bi-
conical body, small base ring. Short strap handle attached to the bottom of the neck, and to the upper part of the belly. Below the handle there is 
an incised line running around. Diameter at the rim: 9 cm, Height: 11 cm, Diameter at the base: 4.5 cm, Thickness: 0.6–0.4 cm (Fig. 28.27.3/B)

19 We are grateful to Erika Gál for the identification of 
animal bones.
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Fig. 24. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, grave 79
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4/A. Double-handled amphora, grey colour with light brown stains, found in the northeast part of the pit, next to no. 2. It has strongly everted 
rim, curved neck, biconical body. There are two short, round shaped strap handles on the upper part of the vessel. Diameter at the rim: 19.5 cm, 
Height: 26.5 cm, Diameter at the base: 8 cm, Thickness: 0.5–0.6 cm (Fig. 29.27.4/A)
4/B. Small asymmetrical pot, dark grey colour with light brown stains, found inside no. 4/A. It has everted rim, short funnel-shaped neck. The 
surface of the ovoid belly is rough, slightly brushed. Height: 11 cm, Diameter at the rim: 9.5 cm, Diameter at the base: 6 cm, Thickness: 0.6 cm 
(Fig. 29.27.4/B)
5. Part of a small pot, dark grey with light brown stains, found 12 cm away from the mouth of 4/A. During the conservation of the finds it turned 
out to match with no 7. It has everted rim, slightly funnel-shaped neck, slightly biconical body with worn surface, and flat base. The fragmenta-
tion on the base indicates that it was hit, which could have broken the vessel into pieces, and eventually both fragments were placed in the pit 
separately. Diameter at the rim: 14 cm, Diameter at the base: 7.5 cm, Height: 13 cm, Thickness: 0.5 cm (Fig. 29.27.5,7) 
6. Pot, red coloured, with wide, fullel-shaped rim. It is similar to former ones but smaller than vessel no. 1, 2, 3. It is laid on its side. Height: 
20 cm, Diameter at the base: 8 cm, Width: 17 cm, Handle length: 6 cm, Width: 3 cm.20 
7. The other half of the small pot no. 5, found 16 cm away from find no. 6, to the southwest. It was laid on its side, with its mouth looking 
southwest.

Fig. 25. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, excavation photos of feature 22

20 According to the description of the excavation diary.
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Fig. 26. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, feature 22
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Fig. 27. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, feature 27
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Fig. 28. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, feature 27
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Fig. 29. Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, feature 27
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BURIAL CUSTOMS

There were altogether 29 individuals interred in the 27 excavated graves, including two double burials 
(grave 65 and 66). There were 8 men, 12 women, one adult, 7 children, and the remains of a person of undetermi-
nable age and sex (Fig. 30) in total.21 There were also two pits with no human remains in them (feature no. 22 and 
no. 27), which could have belonged to the cemetery and possibly had ritual functions. 

All individuals were buried in flexed or crouched22 (i.e. tightly flexed) positions. Most of the time they 
were laid on their sides and frequently they were laid supine or prone flexed. On some occasions, the bad preserva-
tion of the bones made it difficult to identify the exact position of the bodies. 

Grave pits, and the structural features of the graves and the cemetery

The grave-pits were ovoid or rectangular with rounded corners. They were oriented SW/W–NE/E. Their 
large size is remarkable: despite recent disturbances the average size was about 1.5 m2. Not surprisingly, men were 
buried in larger pits (1.8 m2 on average), while the average size of the graves of women and children was only 
1.53–1.57 m2. Those individuals, who were buried with bronze objects of considerable weight were almost always 
buried in pits larger than 2 m2 (Fig. 31); grave 79 is an exception, though, as the outline of the pit was unclear. Since 
the bodies were often crouched, the large size of pits may point to the deposition of organic grave goods, which, 
however, did not preserve due to soil conditions in the Carpathian Basin.

As for the depth of the graves, some were so shallow that it was difficult to identify the outline of the pits 
(graves 69, 74, 78, and 79). The skeleton of a child in grave 59 could be detected right at the level of the scraped 
surface, but all the other graves were also relatively shallow. Their actual depths (measured from the scraped sur-

21 zoFFmaNN 2008. see note 13 regarding grave 75. 22 Field Guide 2005. 

Fig. 30. Age and sex distribution of burials at Nagycenk-Lapos-rét cemetery (N.D. = no data)
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face) varied between 7 and 92 cm; considering the 40 cm deep ploughzone, which had been removed prior to ex-
cavation, their original depths (measured from the surface of the topsoil) fell between 50–130 cms. The average 
value was 27 cm for men’s graves, and 25 cm for women’s graves, and this seems quite low when compared to data 
from other Gáta–Wieselburg sites in Hungary or at Bratislava-Rusovce, where an average depth of 70–80 cm could 
be calculated.23 At Zsennye, the depth of graves varied between 5 and 100 cm, and below 35 cm they were consid-
ered as “deep”.24 In case of Nagycenk, this threshold could be set already at 30 cm, as the largest variations occurred 
around this value. 

The man in grave 55 and the woman in grave 54 were both buried the deepest (more than 70 cm) with 
bronze objects of considerable weight and with golden hair rings (Fig. 32). In general there could be a correlation 
between the weight of the finds and the depth of graves, but there were also exceptions: the individual in grave 79 
was buried with a heavy neck ring, but the grave was shallow and disturbed by the plough. One has to take into 
account also that documented grave depths could vary due to the actual differences in the topography of the sites 
and to conditions of excavation.25 As has been observed during the excavation bones buried deep in sandy layers 
preserved well, whereas in the upper lying layers of gravelly, reddish clay the state of preservation was worse.

Although grave 1 – of a man with rich grave goods – was not particularly deep, the wooden planks ob-
served above the skeleton indicated that there was a wooden structure inside the pit. In Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries 
at Zsennye, Weiden am See (Védény) and Hainburg-Teichtal, there are examples of burials where dead were placed 
in log coffins, and there were also several coffins found made of oak wood and mounted with handles.26 In some 
cases there were platforms documented, made of wood planks.27 Coffined burials were typical for the cemeteries of 
the Únětice and Unterwölbing cultures in Lower Austria and Moravia. Most of the time there were log coffins ob-
served, and less often plank coffins, primarily in the graves of those individuals, who had higher social status.28 In 
case of the Nagycenk grave, only the remains of covering wooden planks could be observed, which possibly covered 
the body (and the coffin). Similar examples dated to the same period are known from cemeteries at Velké Pavlovice, 
Unterhautzenthal and Franzhausen.29 As for the Hungarian Middle Bronze Age period a large number of coffined 
graves (35%) was found in the Polgár-Kenderföld cemetery – where the presence of coffins was indicated by the 
discoloration of the soil around the skeletons –, and at Nižna Mysľa (Alsómislye). Both sites belonged to the Füz-
esabony culture.30

In grave 56 there were two 20 cm large stones together with pottery fragments detected at the level of the 
skeleton as well as above it. This burial can be interpreteted as a phenomenon following the stone pile burial tradi-
tion, which is known also from other Gáta–Wieselburg sites around the Lake Fertő and from Hainburg-Teichtal.31 
The female individual buried in this grave received a special burial treatment as can be assumed from the large 
vessels deposited in the grave fill above the body. 

In the area of Lake Fertő, tumulus burials were frequent in the period of the Bell Beaker culture and during 
the Early Bronze Age (according to Central European chronology).32 Regarding the Gáta–Wieselburg culture, the 
earlier excavations already revealed the custom of burials in large and relatively shallow barrows (30–40 m in dia-
meter).33 In Nagycenk, however, traces of such features have not been detected, but there were empty areas (with a 
radius of 5 m) around graves 1, 55, and 68, which is clearly visible on the map of the cemetery (Fig. 2). These zones 
could be explained probably with some kind of earthen structures on the surface. The graves were arranged within 
an oval area (25–30 m in diameter), and their shallow depth would not rule out the presence of barrows, which, 
however, could have been destroyed later on by intensive agricultural activity and erosion.34

23 melis in print, a.
24 NaGy 2013, 91, Taf. 38.
25 WaGNer 2005, 133–136.
26 kreNN-leeb 2011a, 21; NaGy 2013, 93–94; asPöck 

2015, 35–36, Fig. 4.
27 kreNN-leeb 2011a, 21.
28 bertemes 1989, 34–35; NeuGebauer 1991, 72–83; 

stuchlík–stuchliková 1996, 135–138; blesl 2005, 26.
29 lauermaNN 1995, 78, Taf. 24, Abb. 28–30; stuchlík–

stuchliková 1996, 135; NeuGebauer-maresch–NeuGebauer 1997, 
24–26, Abb. 6.

30 DaNi et al. 97; olexa–GaŠaj 1996, 16.
31 hicke 1987, 183; kreNN-leeb 2011a, 20–21, Abb. 13-14.
32 hicke 1987; ruttkay 2002; about the chronology 

 Fischl et al. 2015, Fig. 1a-b.
33 hicke 1987; bóNa 1975, 236–237.
34 See the data of the barrow from Neusiedl-Hutweide: 

kaus 1993–1994.
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Fig. 31. Association of weight of copper and bronze finds (g) in burials with the size of the grave (m²) 

Fig. 32. Association of weight of copper and bronze finds (g) in burials with and the depth of the grave (cm) 
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The positions of the bodies

At Nagycenk all men were flexed on their left sides, or at least their heads and legs were turned to the left, 
whereas women were most of the time laid on their right sides (Fig. 33). 

As has been documented, individuals were not only laid on their sides, but were quite frequently buried 
supine: there were four men (graves 1, 51, 60 and 69), and three women (graves 65A, 66 and 77) laid on their backs 
and oriented W–E (only with slight deviation). Considering the W–E oriented supine burials in Gáta–Wieselburg 
cemeteries, István Bóna suggested steppic influence.35 Studies on the Central-European Early Bronze Age and Eneo-
lithic have pointed out that it is, indeed, the cemeteries of the Corded Ware culture and its descendants (e.g. the Nitra 
culture), where one finds examples for supine inhumation burials oriented W–E.36 Contrasting this, burials of the 
Unterwölbing cultural group, which followed closely the Bell Beaker tradition, were oriented mostly N–S/S–N.37 As 
for the Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries in Austria, researchers have established that SW–NE orientation was dominant. 
This conclusion is based primarily on the analysis of the Hainburg cemetery (n=320), which has been investigated 
since the 1920s. However, burials with different orientations were also documented there (NW–SE, NE–SW, E–W).38 

Based on a comprehensive collection of graves in Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries excavated in the early 20th, 
István Bóna concluded that orientations vary between the S–N axis and the W–E axis (cf. Deutschkreutz) Sopron-
keresztúr): NW–SE, SE–NW, SW–NE, E–W; Mannersdorf an der Leithagebirge: NW–SE; Purbach: SW–NE; 
Wulkaprodersdorf (Vulkapordány) and Mörbisch (Fertőmeggyes): N–S, S–N).39 According to the map of a recently 
excavated cemetery in Weiden am See (n=226), situated on the north shores of Lake Fertő, the graves in the east-
ern part of the cemetery were oriented approximately SW–NE, while in the northern and southern parts they were 
mostly N–S/S–N oriented and there were also E–W/W–E oriented ones.40 Based on earlier investigations of the 
Bratislava-Rusovce cemetery – and of other cemeteries in Hungary –, one may argue that the orientation of graves 
in Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries situated in the eastern periphery of the distribution area were slightly inclined to the 
W–E axis. In the excavated part of the Nagycenk cemetery SW–NE orientation could be documented only in a few 
cases, in case of those graves, where the bodies were flexed and laid on their sides (Fig. 34). Otherwise, the domi-
nant orientation was W–E, with slight deviation towards SW–NE (the heads were usually pointed to 275–250º). 

The female individual in grave 73 was, however, buried in a reverse orientation (E–W) and she was also 
laid prone. In graves 54, 55 and 62 there were female and male individuals, who were buried with particularly 
distinctive bronze objects, and were found also laid prone. The two females in graves 68 and 73 were surely buried 
prone, similarly to the one in grave 38 in the Hegyeshalom cemetery. In grave 68, only the upper body was laid 
prone, as if the woman was “kneeling”, similarly to the example of a man in the Hegyeshalom-Újlakótelep cemetery 
(grave 24), laid on his right side. At Hegyeshalom (n=58), there were two females and two males buried prone, 
their graves were undisturbed, and they had been buried with a few vessels and bronze jewels.41 While prone buri-
als at Nagycenk were usually crouched (graves 54, 55, 73), the ones in the Hegyeshalom cemetery were found al-
most in extended or moderately flexed position. 

Prone burials have been considered – especially in earlier archaeological literature – as special or deviant. 
In the German-language literature their presence have been explained by the primitive fear of the dead coming 
back – as described in historical documents and in 18th century folklore.42 In the Anglophone literature formerly they 
were seen as a result of natural processes (e.g. decomposition), but later studies argue that these individuals could 
have had specific social persona in the society. This could be also explained by the non-local origin of the prone 
deceased.43 Concerning some of the above mentioned graves at Nagycenk (54, 55, 62), it can be also suggested that 
they were originally flexed on their sides (either left or right), and it was due to decomposition that their bodies were 
found in prone position. When interpreting variations in burial customs or processes – concerning which archaeo-
logical evidence provide only a limited view –, one has to underline the need to scrutinize how “normal” and “spe-

35 BóNa 1975, 237–238.
36 Primas 1977, 27, 28; NeuGebauer 1994, 60; 

 NeuGebauer-maresch–NeuGebauer 2001, 233, 243.
37 bertemes 1989; NeuGebauer 1991; NeuGebauer-

maresch–NeuGebauer 1997; NeuGebauer-maresch–NeuGebauer 
2001, 239.

38 beNiNGer et al. 1930; ehrGartNer 1959; kreNN-leeb 
2011a, Abb. 8, Abb. 12. 

39 bóNa 1975, 237–238.
40 Sauer et al. 2012; Sauer et al. 2013; FraNz et al. 2014; 

asPöck 2015, Fig. 2–3; asPöck–baNerjea 2016, 2–3, Fig. 2.
41 Melis in print, a
42 schaub 2009, 6–7.
43 asPöck 2008, 23–27.
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Fig. 33. Variations in the positioning of the bodies by side in association with sex at Nagycenk-Lapos-rét cemetery (N.D. = no data)

Fig. 34. Variations in the orientation and position of the bodies at Nagycenk-Lapos-rét cemetery 
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cial” burials can be distinguished.44 With regard to the high ratio of prone burials at Nagycenk (19%), one has to 
consider not only issues of taphonomy, but also the fact that the available evidence represents a subset of burial 
customs practiced by the local community.45 

The nine documented cases do not reflect a clear-cut pattern, not even when considered together with 
similar burials at Hegyeshalom. Both women and men could be found in the graves in prone position. In three cases, 
females were surely buried prone (graves 68 and 73 in Nagycenk, and grave 38 in Hegyeshalom), and in addition 
to the two (68, 73), men of higher social status were also found prone at Nagycenk (graves 55 and 62). However, 
prone burials did not include children, which is perhaps due to the fact that their bones preserved less well. Except 
for the one female, who was reverse oriented (grave 73), other prone burials followed the general W/SW–E/NE 
orientation, just as in other cemeteries. Their grave finds vary from a few vessels (in graves 68 and 73) to heavy 
bronze and gold objects (grave 54 and 55, with crouched bodies). As regards the spatial location of such burials, 
they seem to have been positioned in the centre of the oval area occupied by the graves, and except for grave 73, 
large spaces were left open around them (cf. Fig. 2).46 With regard to the Early and Middle Bronze Age in the Car-
pathian Basin, a few more examples are known among the graves of the Kisapostag and Maros cultures (Kaposvár: 
one grave; Mokrin, Ószentiván: three graves),47 and similar burials occur also in Slovakia (according to the avail-
able publications) dated to the Early Bronze Age period based on Central European chronology. Most of the cases 
were female burials.48 

When interpreting prone burials in context, one has to take into account that men and women were usually 
flexed on the opposite sides, as this was the general custom. (Fig. 33) The male and the female, who were buried 
with neck rings, crouched, in graves 54 and 55 are good examples of this. The man in grave 62 was laid prone and 
turned to his left side, in a moderately flexed position. In grave 1 there was a man buried face up, with his legs turned 
also left – perhaps the legs were originally pulled up straight and later displaced due to decomposition. In contrast, 
women were laid usually on their right sides. The female in grave 54 was crouched on the right side, and her upper 
body was laid prone. Similarly, the females in graves 68 and 73 were flexed on the right side and laid prone. Out of 
the three female burials, who were laid on their left sides (graves 64, 65A, and 66) two were buried in double graves 
(graves 65 and 66). In grave 65 the male and the female were both flexed on the left. Grave 662 at Franzhausen 
(I) – a double burial of a 50–70 year-old man and of a younger woman – is a similar example. They were buried in 
separate coffin, but in the same gravepit and with the same orientation, which was interpreted by the Austrian schol-
ars as a sign of inferior status.49 Concluding from here the disturbed flexed burial in grave 79 can be interpreted as 
a female, as the body was laid on the right side (Fig. 2). 

In connection to Early Bronze Age inhumation cemeteries, where most men were buried on their left sides 
and women were laid on their right sides, the literature underlines the significance of the Bell Beaker tradition. This 
is evidenced also in case of the Unterwölbing culture and the Böheimkirchen group (Franzhausen I–II; Gemeinlebarn 
A, F).50 Based on the anthropological analysis of materials from the Hainburg-Teichtal cemetery (n=253), 67.2% 
of men were buried on their left sides, and 70% of women were buried on their right sides.51 As for the Hungarian 
cemeteries of the Gáta–Wieselburg culture and the cemetery of Bratislava-Rusovce (n=133), this pattern is not so 
clear (the number of men buried on their right sides was higher 60% (14 determinable male burials).52 

At Nagycenk the legs were usually moderately flexed. In nine cases the lower legs were crouched, pulled 
up tightly to the upper body. In case of those burials where the individuals were laid on the sides, the arms were 
usually bent, in front of the torso, with palms pulled up to the face. This was also common for prone burials (graves 
54, 55, 62, and 68). In grave 73 the arms were crossed below the belly. In case of supine burials, the arms were 
folded on the chest (e.g. graves 65A and 69). In grave 1, both hands were pulled up to the left shoulder, with the 
right arm across the chest. The arms of the young female in grave 77 were positioned in a unique way – pulled up 

44 asPöck 2008; asPöck 2013, 35; NotroFF 2011.
45 asPöck 2013, 27.
46 Materials from the Hegyeshalom cemetery are currently 

being processed. Prone burials were rather scattered, and there was no 
sign of a similar arrangement.

47 o’shea 1996, 170–71; kulcsár–kiss 2016, Fig. 3.5. 
48 bátora 2000, 23–24, 41, 257, 479, Abb. 14, Abb. 47, 

Abb. 429; beNkovsky-Pivovarová–chroPovský 2015, 39, 69, 95, 
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49 NeuGebauer-maresch–NeuGebauer 1997, 26–27, 
407–408, Taf. 284–285.

50 bertemes 1989; NeuGebauer 1991; NeuGebauer-
maresch–NeuGebauer 1997; NeuGebauer-maresch–NeuGebauer 
2001, 239.

51 ehrGartNer 1959, 11.
52 Melis in print, b.
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to the right side – as if holding an artefact made of organic material between her hands (see below). In summary, 
the position of legs and arms reflect the patterns observed thus far in other Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries (based on 
published materials), and more broadly in Early Bronze Age cemeteries of Central Europe.

Multiple burials

In the Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries and in other Early Bronze Age cemeteries in Central Europe, there were 
usually single burials found in the graves. This applies also to the Nagycenk cemetery, except for graves 65 and 66. 
In grave 65, there was a 23–59 year-old male superimposed directly on the remains of a female (23–29 years old). 
In grave 66, bone fragments of a 1–6 year-old child were recovered together with the bones of a 23–29 year-old 
female. There was probably also a connection between graves 71 and 73, of a 5–7 year-old child and of a 28–34 
year-old woman, as they were buried close to each other. In grave 65, the man and the woman were interred directly 
above each other, which suggests that the cause of their death was the same (e.g. epidemic or violence) and they died 
at once or within a short period. Otherwise, it is likely that individuals with close social or family ties were buried 
together. From Lower Austrian cemeteries – dating from the same period –, there are several examples of women 
and children, as well as women and men buried together in one grave.53 In the Únětice cemetery at Unterhautzenthal 
there were also children found in the adjacent but disturbed graves of a 35–40 year-old man and of a 17–20 year-old 
woman.54 In Franzhausen in the above mentioned grave 662, there were two skeletons, of a man and a woman, who 
were buried separately in the same grave, but the position and orientation of their bodies were identical.55

In general, archaeological publications of Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries rarely report about multiple burials. 
In Hainburg-Teichtal seven examples were mentioned as double burials, and there was also one triple burial.56 In 
Szakony-Kavicsbánya (Hungary) the remains of a 2.5–3.5 year-old infant was identified together with the bones of 
a 22–25 year-old woman. In grave 4 of the Iván cemetery the bones of an adult and of an infant were found.57 There 
are, however other type of multiple graves, that are also known from Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries. Altogether five 
graves were excavated at Szakony, Hegyeshalom, Iván and Weiden am See, where remains of several individuals 
were documented above each other divided by layers of soil. These can be interpreted as consecutive burials, indi-
cating the re-use of the grave pit.58

Positioning of the grave goods

Apart from the layout and the position of burials it is worth looking at the position of grave goods relative 
to the bodies. In some cases, when the graves were heavily disturbed by ploughing, it is, however, difficult to find 
out about this (e.g. in graves 59, 78, and 79). 

In some of the graves there were plenty of grave goods, indicating the prominent social status of the de-
ceased, but there were also graves without any grave finds. Gold, copper and bronze jewelries were found usually 
in situ: the hair rings (both Lockenrings and Noppenrings) were found near the skulls, and the head-band in grave 
77 was found on the skull. The neck rings were spotted around the necks of the skeletons, the spiral arm bands were 
found on the wrists. The two pins were found in male burials, at the left shoulders, pointing up towards the top of 
the shoulders. 

In grave 55 there was a bronze flanged axe, which was fixed into a haft, and the blade was facing the jaw 
of the skeleton. In graves 1 and 62 daggers were found placed at the waists, and in grave 55 there was also a dagger, 
found below the ribs and arm bones. The position of the 14 daggers found in the Nitra and Únětice cemetery of 

53 rebay-salisbury in print. We hereby thank the author 
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54 lauermaNN 1995, 78, Taf. 26. 
55 NeuGebauer-maresch–NeuGebauer 1997, 26–27, 
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57 melis 2017; melis in print, c. We hereby thank Tamás 
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Ludanice-Mýtna Nová Ves (Nyitraludány) suggests that placing daggers at the waists and by the arms was common 
for both cultures.59

Burial vessels containing food for the afterlife60 were found in almost every grave (20 graves in total). 
Their positions were evaluated according to the method developed for analyzing burial assemblages of the Füzes-
abony culture (Fig. 35).61 Ceramic vessels were placed in the graves usually at the head, the legs or the feet, and 
less typically in front of the bodies, at the elbows or the arms.62 In grave 66 there were four vessels placed at the 
back of the body, and in grave 51 there was one found at the scapula. In some graves, there were two or more ves-
sels put inside one another. In the bowls of graves 53 and 62 there was a single-handled mug and a double-handled 
cup. In grave 54 north of the skull, there was a single-handled mug inside a large amphora with asymmetric handles. 
The find-context of the four fragmented vessels deposited in this grave, north of the top of the skull, together with 
other fragments (Fig. 6) is similar to that of another Gáta–Wieselburg deposit found in Szakony (grave 9), which 
consisted at least seven vessels and a bronze pin.63 In grave 56 at Nagycenk there were fragments from large storage 
vessels and from a pot, all of them damaged, which, however, were deposited in the upper layer of the fill, and not 
at or above the skull.

Interpretation of non-burial features (well and ceramic depot) in the cemetery

A few meters from grave 59 an oval pit was found (feature 22). It was oriented W–E, similarly to the 
graves, however, it turned out that it was filled with stones. Its sides tapered to the bottom, and its shape became 

Fig. 35. Association of the position of pottery with zones of the body (N.D.= no data)

59 bátora 2009, 252–253.
60 There were no animal remains in the graves. The archaeo-

botanical analysis of soil samples is currently underway.
61 SøreNseN–rebay 2009, 65–67. Because of the low 

number of vessels found beside the bodies (n=45), typological group-
ing of the finds would not have been instructive. 

62 A survey on inhumation burials of the contemporary 
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region of Transdanubia – demonstrated that burial vessels were simi-
larly placed at the head, the feet, and sometimes at the waists 
(kulcsár–kiss 2016, Fig. 3).

63 The excavation was directed by Gyula Nováki (Museum 
of Sopron, Archaeological Archives, 252). The finds are currently 
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more circular at 1 m depth. Its sandy bottom was reached at 290 cm depth. The feature – interpreted as a well – was 
filled with layers of stones, each about 10–20 cm large in diameter. The well must have been deliberately filled as 
the stones were likely brought here from elsewhere (because similar ones could not be found in this area), or perhaps 
they were from the structure of the well, which could have collapsed. Mixed in the fill, there was a fragment of an 
interior decorated footed bowl – characteristic of the earlier Makó culture –, and a fragment of a Gáta–Wieselburg 
cup was also found (Fig. 26). Based on the short distance from the graves and the orientation this feature could be 
also part of the cemetery, but its function remains unknown. At Polgár-Csőszhalom there was a Neolithic well found, 
which had been filled up, in that case, however, this was part of a deliberate, ritual process, as indicated by traces 
of firing, animal bones, as well as the structured deposition of fragments of special vessel, sealed by a massive layer 
of daub.64 In case of the Nagycenk well it is interesting to see that these many stones were used for the well, but 
only several stones were used for the graves, despite that this was a rather common practice in case of Gáta–
Wieselburg cemeteries. 

Feature 27 was situated 10 meters away from the southern edge of the cemetery (to the northwest from it). 
The orientation of the feature was similar to that of some of the graves (SW–NE), and there were altogether nine 
vessels found in it. Vessels found in cemeteries, but outside the graves, indicate ritual practices performed at the site 
as part of memorial services or commemorative events.65 Marcella Nagy described a similar depot consisting of 
ceramic vessels, found at the Zsennye cemetery of the Gáta–Wieselburg culture. There, the pit contained 10 vessels, 
and it was situated near the central grave of the cemetery, which belonged to the oldest man within that community. 
It was likely associated with some kind of ritual, or funeral banquet. The pit was apparently used for depositing the 
storage and serving vessels used for the banquet, including pots, mugs and a bowl.66 Feasting often played an im-
portant role in rituals connected to liminality, including those performed at funerals. At Nagycenk the vessels found 
in the feature 27 and the upper fills of grave 56 – some of which were deliberately damaged – point to this practice, 
too.67 The Nagycenk and Zsennye depots were similar also in regard to the types of vessels they were composed of, 
i.e. storage and serving vessels used for the transport and preparation of drinks and food, as well as during the ser-
vice performed at the place of the ritual were found in roughy equal numbers.68 There were three-three pots for 
cooking and for the table, and these were accompanied by a small cup at Nagycenk (Fig. 28.27.3/B), and by a bowl 
decorated with knobs at Zsennye.69 In the Nagycenk depot some vessels were elaborate pieces (vessel 2/A, 3/A, 
Fig. 28.27.2/A,3/A), but there were also ones manufactured by less experienced persons, with uneven finish, and 
there was also a mini pot made by a child’s hand (Fig. 29.27.4/B).70 In regard to the shapes of the vessels, the profiles 
of the amphorae (no. 1 and 4/A) were clearly different from those found in the graves. As for the jug decorated with 
ribs (3/A), there is no similar example of this type of vessel in such a large size. 

Deposition of unique vessels, withdrawn from everyday use, may be indicative of the importance of the 
ritual act, as well as the prestige of those who took part in it. There were no organic remains found inside the vessels 
(solid food, or liquid), thus, one may assume that they were buried and destroyed as part of the ritual act, when the 
food and the drinks had been already consumed.71 The destruction and deposition of vessels/fragments symbolizes 
the notion that these objects – once they had been used in the sacral act – could not be part of the profane world any-
more, and they were rather disposed of, as “sacred waste”, to avoid profanization.72 Also, the deposition of the small 
pot (without handle) (Fig. 29.27.5,7), which had been broken into two pieces, could be a sign of it becoming a taboo.73

Early and Middle Bronze Age ceramic depots from Hungary and Austria turn up either within the area of 
settlements, or isolated, and primarily contain tableware and sometimes also a significant number of cups.74 As for 
the Gáta–Wieselburg Culture, we know of two depots from Austria: one was found in a small cave at Bad Fischau, 
consisting six small jugs, and the other one was found at the Siegendorf-2 site and included fragments of several 
pots and handled pots.75 In the area of Bratislava-Rusovce, 500 m to the southeast from the possible location of the 
Gáta–Wieselburg cemetery (now a built-up area), there was also a ceramic depot, situated in the vicinity of a sett-

64 sebők et al. 2013, 55–58.
65 tóth 1999, 34.
66 NaGy 2013, 116–117, Taf. 16.
67 kalla et al. 2013, 13–14. We hereby thank for László 
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71 kalla et al. 2013, 27–28.
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lement, as indicated by Gáta–Wieselburg- and Veteřov-type settlement finds.76 The composition of this assemblage 
(five small single-handled jugs buried 60 cm deep inside a large amphora) resembles to that found at Bad Fischau.77

In the area of the Lake Fertő and in the vicinity of Nagycenk ceramic depots also appear in context of the 
Tumulus culture during the transition period from the Middle to the Late Bronze Age. The one from Hegykő, dated 
to around 1600 BC, was similar to the Nagycenk depot with regard to the number and function of vessels (including 
serving, cooking and storage vessels).78 From the Late Bronze Age there are several depot finds, which contain a 
significant number of vessels, but this period falls outside of the chronological frame of the present study.79

GRAVE FINDS

There were altogether 35 metal objects – 5 gold and 30 copper or bronze objects – in the cemetery. The 
five gold objects were found in two graves (53 and 55), and there were altogether 13 burials, of both men and 
women, with bronze objects (Fig. 36). Weapons were found in three graves. Among them, there were two daggers 
in grave 1 and one dagger and an axe in grave 55. These objects indicated that their owners were warriors, and most 
of all, high status men. 

Dress accessories

The bronze diadem (or headband) in grave 77 is an exceptionally beautiful piece (Fig. 23.1; Fig. 37.1). The 
1 cm wide, thin bronze band, of which both the top and the bottom edges were decorated by a punched dotted line, 
as well as X motifs, was found on the forehead of a young woman. The two terminals are spiralled, similarly to neck 
rings, and they do not connect. The diadem was likely used to decorate the edge of a cap-like headpiece, or was worn 
as a grip, holding a veil, and tied at the back with a string. Similar pieces are known from the cemetery of the Un-
terwölbling culture at Franzhausen (graves 110, 747, and 785), which also had spiral terminals and punched edges, 
but were decorated with geometric patterns.80 A diadem with spiral terminals was found in another Austrian cemetery 
(Melk, grave 6), and two other examples are from Slovakia (Jelšovce [Nyitraegerszeg], graves 329 and 410). The 
Melk grave was dated by A. Krenn-Leeb to Phase 2 of the Unterwölbling culture, and the Jelšovce graves were dated 
by J. Bátora to the turn of the Nitra–Únětice, and to the early Únětice period respectively. Both datings correspond 
with that of the transitional period from the early and the developed phase of Early Bronze Age in Central Europe 
(turn of Reinecke A1 and A2).81 There is a similar diadem with spiral terminals from the more eastern area of the 
Vatya culture, in a hoard find at Ócsa, which was dated to the Koszider period. However, the edges of that one were 
everted and curved, and it was decorated in a different way: with punched circular patterns and with protruding 
knobs.82

There were two types of hair rings documented in the Nagycenk cemetery. In grave 53 there was a gold 
spiral hair ring made from a double wire (Noppenring), together with another one of similar design, made of bronze 
(Fig. 5.53.1,5; Fig. 37.2–3). The latter was found close to the hand that was pulled up to the chin, thus, it could be 
perhaps worn as a ring, but more probably it was decorating the tress. In the excavated part of the Gáta–Wieselburg 
cemetery at Zsennye there were two such gold hair rings found – in grave 15, of a man, who was the most prestig-
ious individual there –, which were similar in size and form. Gold pieces of this type are known also from the 
Únětice cemetery in Leubingen. A pair of gold Noppenrings was found in a cremation burial of the Kisapostag 
culture at Ménfőcsanak, these were, however, less elaborate pieces of craftmanship.83 

76 bartík et al. 2016, 52, 54, Obr. 2.
77 Pichlerová 1980, 21–24, Obr. 7, Obr. 8.
78 iloN 1999, 253–255.
79 v. szabó 2004; iloN 2012; kalla et al. 2013, 24–30.
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The four gold hair rings found in grave 55 were of a different type: tripartite hair rings with thick solid bent 
ends (Lockenring) (Fig. 9.55.7–10; Fig. 37.4–8). In graves 56, 58 and 66 similar bronze hair rings were found, with 
thickened bent ends; in grave 66 with thinner variants (Figs 11.56.13, 13.58.1, 17.66.1–2). Also, in grave 76 there 
were three of these (Fig. 22.76.2–3,5). According to recent research, the main distribution area of bipartite or tri-
partite gold hair rings with solid, bent ends was the Carpathian Basin.84

Grave Sex? M F Bronze
diadem

Hair 
ring

Neck 
ring

Arm
ring

Pin Bronze 
necklace

Dagger Axe Vessel

1 23-28 X X X X X X 2 + 

27 9 
51 36-42 2
53 10-12 X X X X X 2
54 44-50 X 4+

55 37-46 XXXX X X X X 1+
56 51-57 X 10+
57 6-7 2
58 32-36 X
59 8-9 1
60 40-46
61 48-54 X X Amber-

bead
62 32-38 X X 2
64 Adult 1

65/A 23-29 5+
65/B 23-59
66 1-6 23-29 X X 6
67 31-40
68 32-38 1
69 36-45
70 14-15 2+
71 5-7
73 28-34 2
74 Adult 3+ 
75 x 3
76 Adult XXX X 1
77 17-21 X
78 15-16 X 3+ 
79 Adult X 4+

Σ 29  
individ-

uals

7 child 
1 adult 
1 unde-
termi-
nable

8
male 

12
Female

1 5 gold, 
8 bronze 

hair 
rings

7 5 2 2 bronze
1

amber 
bead

4 1 Mini-
mum 

65 
vessels 

Fig. 36. An overview of grave finds from the cemetery at Nagycenk (sex and age determination by Zsuzsanna Zoffmann.  
Finds description by János Gömöri and Eszter Melis)

84 meller 2014, Abb. 19.
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Apart from the high status man’s grave at Nagycenk, gold and bronze hair rings could be also found as 
female dress accessories. The two types of gold and bronze hair rings (Noppenring and Lockenring; Fig. 37.2–8) 
also appear among the materials of the Gáta–Wieselburg culture (e.g. in Rusovce),85 and in the neighbouring 
 Austrian territory of the Unterwölbling culture. Based on the Franzhausen I cemetery J.-W. Neugebauer and Ch. 
Neugebauer-Maresch dated these types of dress accessories to Phases I and II of the Unterwölbling culture, arguing 
that similar pieces did not appear in the later period of the culture, represented by the Gemeinlebarn F cemetery.86 
These jewelry types were used in the Carpathian Basin from the end of the Early Bronze Age and they also turn up 
in the Koszider period hoards. In the subsequent period, however, newer versions – with parts hammered and em-
bossed to achieve concave ends and a hollow body – appear.87 

The raw material of the gold hair rings contained 23–27 wt% silver, with a few trace elements (iron, cop-
per, nickel).88 The material composition of the Noppenring from Zsennye was similar: 80 wt% gold, 20 wt% silver, 
and copper could be measured too, as a trace element. As for the gold hair ring found at Hainburg-Teichtal – which 
was also a Gáta–Wieselburg find – 11–12 wt% silver content was measured. The material of the hair ring pair found 
at Ménfőcsanak (Kisapostag culture), contained 18.73 wt% silver.89

Copper neck rings were found in six graves (1, 53, 54, 55, 62, and 79). Altogether, there were 7 of them 
(Fig. 37.9–15). All were of the same type: round sectioned, with flat and rolled ends. In the Gáta–Wieselburg cul-
tural area, dating from its older phase, there is a great number of such finds, e.g. in the cemeteries at Zsennye (there 
were two of them in grave 15) and Hainburg.90 Research has established that trading with bronze and copper was 
important, and this type of object could function also as a measure of value or primitive money, weighing uniformly 
ca. 160–220 g. This is confirmed by the many depot finds containing exclusively neck rings.91 On the other hand, 
assemblages found in the Nagycenk cemetery (two daggers, two neck rings in grave 1, four gold hair rings, a bronze 
axe, a dagger, and a neck ring in grave 55), or at Zsennye (two neck rings, two gold Noppenrings and a dagger in 
grave 15) make it unquestionable that neck rings were also symbols of social status. At Nagycenk, three were found 
in men’s graves, two in women’s graves, and there was one in a child’s grave. The average weight of a complete 
neck ring in this cemetery fell in the lower range (within 120 and 170 g) of the above-mentioned standard, but in 
grave 79 there was a much heavier and thicker one, decorated with wires wrapped around the ends (357 g). Similar 
neck rings are known from graves 329 and 459 at Jelšovce, and were dated to the Nitra–Únětice phase. The neck 
ring from grave 15 in Zsennye is also a good example.92 Their raw materials have been analyzed in a number of 
studies, and J. J. Butler pointed out that 85-90% of the objects found in Austria and Moravia were made of the so 
called Ösenring copper, while 10–15% of them were made of pure copper, sometimes with arsenic and nickel im-
purities.93 Non-destructive pXRF analysis of the Nagycenk objects showed no measurable tin in the alloy (< 0.08 
t%). High values for antimony and silver were, however, characteristic of the Ösenring copper. This copper type, 
– based on a few lead isotope analyses – can be originated probably from the Slovak Ore Mountains.94

Beads made of copper or bronze spiral wires were found in grave 53 (Fig. 5.53.3–4, Fig. 37.16), and frag-
ments of spiral beads were found also in grave 76 (Fig. 22.76.4). As observed during the excavation, they could 
have been either part of double-strand necklaces, which were hold together by Anatalis (Dentalium) snail shell 
beads, or they were sawn to the dresses, decorating the parts around the neck. This latter solution was documented 

85 bóNa 1975, Taf. 280–281.
86 ruttkay 1989; NeuGebauer–NeuGebauer 1989, 127–

128, Taf. 9.
87 For the latest research on these finds see kovács 1994; 

WeihermaNN 2001; kiss 2012, 117–119; szathmári et al. in print.
88 The pXRF analysis was carried out by Boglárka Maróti 

(Budapest Neutron Center). The detailed report on the results of this 
analysis will be published separately.

89 ruttkay 1989; NaGy 2013, 104; melis 2013. Major 
components of the alloy are not indicative of its geographical origin. 
See more details on this by szathmári et al. in print.

90 bóNa 1975, 282–283; mozsolics 1967, 70–71; 
 NovotNá 1984, 24; leeb 1987, 257–258; NaGy 2013, Taf. 29.3–4; 
DuberoW et al. 2009, Fig. 3, Fig. 10–11, Tab. 1–2.

91 leNerz De WilDe 1995; sherratt 1997; kreNN-leeb–
NeuGebauer 1999; lauermaNN 2003, 524–525; vaNDkilDe 2005; 
kreNN-leeb 2010, 285–286, Abb. 3.

92 bátora 2000, 351–353; NaGy 2013, 101–102, Taf. 29, 3. 
93 butler 1978, 349. 
94 The pXRF analysis was carried out by Boglárka Maróti 

(Budapest Neutron Center). Values for antinomy and silver were high, 
with some lead, but there was no sign of nickel or tin content (cf. 
DuberoW et al. 2009, Tab. 2, Cluster 4), despite the fact that the axe 
and the dagger, accompanying the neck ring in grave 55 both had a tin 
content of about 10%. Samples for lead isotope analysis were taken 
from the neck ring and the daggers (in grave 1) by Ernst Pernicka. The 
detailed results of this analysis will be published separately.
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Fig. 37. Typology of the metal grave goods
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also at Franzhausen (in grave 747). Spiral bronze beads combined with amber beads or – in a different composition 
– with animal teeth and Anatalis (Dentalium) snail shells could be also part of pectoral jewelries.95 These simple 
wire jewelries were characteristic accessories of female dress, but they could be found also in male burials – in the 
Early and Middle Bronze Age communities of the Carpathian Basin (Vatya and Maros cultures), and in contempo-
rary cemeteries of areas more to the west (Únětice culture).96

Bronze spiral arm rings were found in five graves (Fig. 37.19–23). They typically occur in graves of men 
(graves 1, 55, 61; Fig. 4.1.4, Fig. 9.55.3, Fig. 14.61.1), but also in graves of children (grave 53, of a 10–12 year-old 
infant, probably a girl; grave 78, of a 15–16 year-old iuvenis; Fig. 3.53.6, Fig. 23.78.1). Multi-spiral arm bands (three 
bands with 5 turns, one with 10 turns, and one with 11 turns) were common jewelries in the late phase of the Early 
Bronze Age and in the Middle Bronze Age in Hungary. They can be found in the area of the Únětice and Unterwölb-
ling cultures, in the inhumation or cremation cemeteries of the Kisapostag culture, as well as in the cemeteries of 
the Maros culture.97 At Franzhausen they occur e.g. in female burials with diadems.98 In grave 78 at Nagycenk there 
was a very small-sized example (3.4 cm in diameter). A similar sized one was found also at Zsennye, in grave 23 
– of an individual, who was also of young age (15–18 years old). Then again, a pair of similar arm bands (3.2 and 
3.7 cm in diameter) survived also at Ménfőcsanak, in a cremation burial of the Kisapostag culture.99 

The two pins found at Nagycenk were dress accessories of men (Fig. 37.17–18). Both were found in situ, 
next to the shoulder and the neck (Fig. 3.1, Fig. 14.61). According to earlier studies of the Carpathian Basin, single 
pins mostly occur in male burials, while pairs of pins can be found typically in female burials, which reflect gender 
differences in dress habits.100 In Central Germany among the Únětice culture burials the number of eyelet pins 
(Ösenkopfnadel) was observed to correlate with the age and social status of the deceased; pairs of gold pins were 
found only in the richest, princely graves.101

In grave 1, a Cypriot pin (Schleifenkopfnadel) was found (Fig. 3.1.1), which served for holding together 
the upper dress at the shoulder. This simply wrapped type of pin belongs to the earlier period of the culture. Similar 
ones can be found in the materials of the Kisapostag (and early Vatya) cultures at Kisapostag and Dunaújváros.102 
Cypriot pins with side spiral arms were made with a more complex technique of wire wrapping and are dated in the 
literature to the late phase of the Gáta–Wieselburg culture. These types occur e.g. in the Hegyeshalom, Pusztaso-
morja and Hainburg cemeteries.103 The dress accessories, the jewelries, the dagger and even the burial vessels of the 
60–80 year-old man found in grave 322 at Franzhausen II (Lower Austria) were very similar to the finds of grave 
1 at Nagycenk (two neck rings, knot-headed Cypriot pin, dagger and bowl). The short bronze daggers from these 
two graves are almost identical, also with respect to the types of rivets used for fastening the blades to the organic 
handle. As for the differences, there was another dagger in the Nagycenk grave, and an arm ring, while in Franz-
hausen, the end of the hilt of the dagger was decorated by a bone disc pommel, and the the man was ornated by 
bronze spiral beads that were components of a necklace, or sewn onto his dress.104 

In grave 61, there was a pin with flattened and rolled head (Rollenkopfnadel; Fig. 14.61.2). A similar piece, 
dated to the end of the Nitra–Únětice period and the beginning of the ‘classical’ Únětice period was found at 
Jelšovce.105 Also there are similar objects known from more eastern areas, including the cemeteries of the Kisapos-
tag and early Vatya cultures, e.g. at Dunaújváros-Duna-dűlő (grave 263). This type of pin was used also in later 
periods during Hungarian Middle Bronze Age Phase 1 and 2: in the early-classic period of the Unterwölb ling culture 
(Gemeinlebarn Phase II) in the cemetery of Franzhausen (I), and in the Hernádkak Phase A–B; Me gyaszó Phase A 
in the cemeteries at Hernádkak and Megyaszó, which belonged to the Füzesabony culture.106 Accordingly, this type 
of pin can be placed among the latest finds at Nagycenk.

95 bóNa 1960; NaGy–FiGler 2009.
96 kiss 2012, 147; NaGy 2013, 103–104.
97 kiss 2012, 121-122; NaGy 2013, 102.
98 NeuGebauer 1994, Abb. 36.3, Abb. 40.11–12.
99 NaGy 2013, Taf. 22.4; melis 2013, Fig. 5.
100 szathmári 1988, 72.
101 kNoll–meller 2016, 298–300, Abb. 13.
102 szathmári 1988, Fig. 6.1.

103 szathmári 1988, Fig. 8.1; DuberoW et al. 2009, Fig. 4. 
See also ruckDeschel 1979 on the typology of pins.

104 NeuGebauer 1994, Abb. 39.
105 bátora 2000, 360.
106 bóNa 1975, 157, Taf. 163.23, 9, 34, Taf. 183.18, Taf. 

185.20; NovotNá 1984, 38–39, Taf. 4, Taf. 5.147–175; szathmári 
1988, Fig. 4.9–10; NeuGebauer–NeuGebauer 1997, Taf. 436: grave 
4/5, Taf. 437: grave 47/7, Taf. 466: grave 171/2, etc. 
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In grave 61 there was also an amber bead (Fig. 14.61.3) found beside the roll-headed pin described above. 
A similar find was recovered from grave 5 in Hegyeshalom, where the bead was accompanied by a Cypriot pin.107 
According to the field record, this latter bead was likely tied to the hooked end of the pin, decorating and fastening 
the upper dress at the shoulder.108 While this combination – of a pin and an amber bead – was found at Nagycenk 
in a man’s grave, the position of the body in the Hegyeshalom grave, as well as the anthropological analysis both 
indicated a female burial.109 Thus, one may conclude that pins and amber beads could have been used both by men 
and women as dress accessories.

Weapons and tools 

Copper or bronze daggers were found in three graves (Fig. 37.24–27). There were two of them in grave 1, 
and there was one in graves 55 and 62 each (Fig. 4.1.5–6, Fig. 9.55.6, Fig. 15.62.2). In all three graves, the daggers 
were accompanied by neck rings and were status symbols of men. In two cases, the handles were attached to the 
blades with three rivets. Notably, the number of rivet holes does not provide a clue on how exactly the blades were 
attached to the hilts, but rather indicates subsequent repairs (cf. the one with 5 rivet holes). On the other hand signs 
of wear on the blade indicate in some cases the shape of the hilt. In grave 55 organic remains of the wooden or 
leather sheath preserved intact. 

Daggers with 3–6 rivets, rounded hilt plates, and longer triangular blades, were identified as typical finds 
for the “classical” period of the Únětice culture (Moucha Phase 5; early R Br A2) and contemporary cultures, and 
their origin was derived from daggers with shorter blades and three rivets.110 From the area of the Gáta–Wieselburg 
culture, two examples are known from Zsennye (grave 13 and 15), which were found in the graves of a 30–40 year-
old man and a 50–60 year-old man.111 The daggers from Zsennye are good analogies for the thickened, longer blade 
from grave 62 in Nagycenk. The form of the small, resharpened dagger in grave 1 is similar to the flat, triangular 
blades of the Nitra culture.112 The larger piece from grave 1 is related to the curved, thickened dagger in the Kisa-
postag settlement near Enese, which could be classified as a“Jelka type” blade. This type is distributed in the early 
Únětice sites (mixed with Gáta–Wieselburg characteristics) in the territory of Slovakia.113 At Nagycenk, a 23–28 
year-old man in grave 1, and a 37–46 year-old man in grave 55, as well as a 32–38 year-old man in grave 62 were 
buried with daggers and neck rings, which reflect their high status within the community. The raw material analysis 
of these objects revealed that the dagger from grave 1 was made of a copper that did not contain tin, but antimony 
and silver (as impurities), while the daggers found in graves 55 and 62 were made of bronze with 10 wt% tin content.

In grave 55 there was also a bronze axe, placed at the shoulder (Fig. 37.28). The flat head of the axe was 
fixed horizontally into a knee-shaped wooden haft with a forked mounting. It was laid on its side, with the blade 
facing the area of the chin (Fig. 9.1; Fig. 8). This is an important detail regarding the many uses of these objects. 
Ötzi, the glacier mummy found in the Italian Ötztal Alps, also had an axe, the 60 cm handle of which made of yew 
remained intact in the ice. The orientation of this forked mounting on its handle, however, was vertical (i.e. parallel 
to the handle), based on which one can assume that that tool was used as an ordinary axe.114 Flanged axes are clas-
sified typically on the basis of angles of the curved blades.115 This one represents an early type, where the blade is 
less curved, it has a short flang that frames only the “neck” part. Similar finds are known among the finds of the 
Nitra and Únětice period.116

107 The Baltic origins of the amber are being investigated 
now in the framework of a joint research program with the Adam 
Mickiewicz University in Poznan.

108 szathmári 1988, 68–69, Fig. 8.9.
109 szathmári 1988; zoFFmaNN 1999, 67.
110 schubert 1973; bóNa 1975, 217, 218; kovács 1973, 

160–162; kovács 1994a, 121; kemeNczei 1988, 9–14.
111 NeuGebauer 1994, Abb. 24, Abb. 28; NaGy 2013, 103, 

Taf. 27.6–7

112 vlaDár 1974, Taf. 3, 52, 53, 66, 71a
113 vlaDár 1974, 29; Taf. 3.61; DuberoW et al. 2009, 

338–339; melis in print, d.
114 eGG–sPiNDler 2009. 
115 mozsolics 1967, 64; NovotNá 1970, 33–37; mayer 

1977, 107–110; torma 1978, 17.
116 NeuGebauer 1994b, 83, Abb. 33.4.
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Stone tools

There were also two lithic finds in the grave of the high status man buried in grave 55: a radiolarite unre-
touched microblade and a trapezoid, truncated microblade (Fig. 9.55.5,13). There are similar small finds in the 
western European cemeteries of the Bell Beaker culture, interpreted sometimes as fire-lighting tools (strike-a-light 
kits), as well as in western Slovakia, in Central European Early Bronze Age cemeteries of the Nitra and Únětice 
cultures.117 The chipped stone blade, fragments and nucleus from the Bronze Age settlement close to the cemetery 
in Nagycenk imply local stone work. A chipped stone arrowhead, which is characteristic for the Bell Beaker culture, 
from an excavation near Szombathely could be possibly related to the Gáta–Wieselburg culture.118 

Pottery 

There were 20 graves with burial vessels. In 11 of them pottery was the only type of grave find. In total 56 
vessels were deposited in the graves. Together with the 9 vessels in the pottery depot, there were 65 vessels in the 
cemetery. Additionally there were small fragments of vessels mixed in the fill of the graves (e.g. in graves 1, 54, 
55). Most of the vessels were grey–dark grey, and were burnished. Those with light brown colour and smoothed 
surfaces were mostly among pots. Characteristically, the lower parts of these pots had uneven surfaces and were 
decorated with brushing or finger grooves. Notably, such objects occurred mostly in grave 65. The lower parts of 
the large amphorae, below the carination of their bellies, also had rough, unevenly smoothed surfaces. As for the 
material composition of the clay it was usually very sandy, mixed with pebbles, grit and mica, often easily disinte-
grating. Grog did not occur as tempering agent. Even the polished and decorated pieces were sometimes unevenly 
worked. Signs of wear – due to everyday use – could be found on them too. Some of the vessels were found de-
stroyed due to secondary disturbance (e.g. in graves 78 and 79), but in the ceramic depot as well as in graves 54 and 
56, already intentionally fragmented pieces were deposited.119 

Most types of vessels documented at the site correspond with the typological categories established in a 
1987 study on Gáta–Wieselburg assemblages. In order to provide an overview, the reconstructed forms from 
Nagycenk are summarized in Fig. 38–39.120 In some cases the exact type of the vessel could not be assessed (e.g. 
in case of finds no. 2–3 in grave 70; or the base of the small pot in grave 59). Tableware for consumption (cups, 
jugs) or for serving food and drinks (jars, bowls), as well as storage vessels (amphorae) and pots, occur among the 
finds. When looking for connections between the typological composition of burial vessels and sex and age patterns, 
some tendencies unfold, however, these should be viewed critically, with regard to the small sample size (Fig. 40). 
The analysis presented below does not cover materials from the ceramic depot, or from grave 75, and the small sized 
and unique vessels from grave 56 were also excluded (Fig. 11.56.10,14).Vessels used primarily for storage and 
cooking (pots and amphorae) were found almost exclusively in female burials. On the other hand, tableware for 
serving (the double-handled jugs/cups and the bowls) occur more frequently in male burials. Apparently, volumet-
ric measurements would show that the capacity of vessels in women’s graves was larger, so there could have been 
more food and drinks placed in their graves. Among the vessels used for dining, single-handled cups seem to have 
occurred in female burials. Whether such gender differences in Bronze Age burials are to be observed in regard to 
other types of vessels, and other Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries, shall be subject to further examination. 

Fragments of vessels described as single-handled cups (Types Leeb C, and Hicke TA1 – TA2; Fig. 38.1–7) 
according to the Austrian typological classification were found in four graves (70, 74, 78, 79) – where probably 
women as well as children were buried –, and also in the ceramic depot (feature 27, 2/B). The small cup (find no. 2) 
in grave 74, which has a curved profile, can be classified as C1 (TA1) subtype (Fig. 38.1). In grave 3 at Iván there 

117 bátora 2000, Abb. 594,18, Abb. 618,44; FiztPatrick 
2011, 209; teather–chamberlaiN 2016.

118 horváth–WilD 2017, 105, Fig. 6.2.
119 Petrographic examination of samples (n=54) from the 

settlement and from the cemetery has been conducted by Attila 
 Kreiter and Péter Skoda (Hungarian National Museum, Laboratory 

for Applied Research). László Gucsi, professional potter, has exam-
ined the finds from the point of view of production techniques and 
signs of wear. We hereby thank for their useful contribution. Observa-
tions concerning production techniques and use will be discussed in 
a separate paper.

120 hicke 1987, 102–105, 167–169, leeb 1987, 237–257.
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Fig. 38. Typology of pottery from the graves I
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was a similar vessel.121 Among the materials of the Gáta–Wieselburg culture published thus far, there are examples 
of similar cups, in grave 7 at Bratislava-Rusovce, with a slightly more curved neck. Similar variant occurs in the 
Únětice culture cemetery of Veľký Grob (Magyargurab), where Gáta–Wieselburg pottery forms are also found.122 
The C1 subtype can be dated to the early phase of the culture, and the ones from the Bratislava-Rusovce site are 
described as the earliest finds in the assemblage.123

Find no.1 with articulated profile in grave 70 is a characteristic example of the C3 subtype (Fig. 38.4). Find 
no. 2/B in grave 78 (Fig. 38.3), and find 3/B in the ceramic depot (feature 27, Fig. 38.2) are both a version of this, 
but with wider and lower seated belly.124 In addition to Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries, there is also a similar find from 
a Nitra culture burial found at Branč.125 Find no. 3 in grave 79 at Nagycenk (Fig. 38.5) is a version of this latter, 
biconical type, with a lower seated belly. 

The closest parallel of find 4/B in grave 79 (Fig. 38.6) at Nagycenk – in terms of shape and decorative 
arrangement – is a vessel found in a female burial (grave 17) at Jois (barrow II).126 Find 2/A (Fig. 38.7) in the ce-
ramic depot, a large jug with a globular body, is, in fact, a large-sized version of the C2 subtype. It is this form which 
occurs usually in large sizes.127

The yellowish brown cup with one long handle (Fig. 39.3), found in grave 73 (a reverse oriented prone 
burial of a female), was much different from other vessels in the cemetery of Nagycenk (they were usually greyish), 
and its form – as well as the texture of the clay – also differed from that of any other type of vessel characteristic 
for the Gáta–Wieselburg culture. Similar biconical cups, with sharp carination on their belly parts and with almost 
concave lower parts, also occur among the materials of the Somogyvári-Vinkovci culture in Transdanubia. They 
usually have a long cylindrical neck, but it is the one found at Nagyvejke (Southwest-Hungary), with shorter neck 
and a small spout, that resembles the most to the one found at Nagycenk.128 Fragments of this type could be identi-
fied also in the burials of the Makó-Kosihy-Čaka culture, including, for example, a vessel from Kajárpéc-Pokol-
fadomb (in Northwest-Transdanubia), which had a more cylindrical neck.129 

A jug, similarly biconical and with a short neck, was found also in one of the Corded Ware burials at Franz-
hausen (I).130 In context of the Corded Ware culture, the so called “Balkan-type, Nagyrév jugs” found in the Mora-
vian cemeteries (Kloboučky, grave 1; Krumvíř, grave 7; Kyjov-Nětčice I, grave 1; Letonice, barrow no. 3 and 4) 
are the closest parallels (in regard to the form) to the cup found in grave 73 at Nagycenk.131 The southern shore of 
Lake Fertő is situated at the geographical centre of the distribution areas of Early Bronze Age (Eneolithic) biconical 
cups, i.e. situated between Transdanubia and the Traisen valley in Austria (e.g. Franzhausen I).

‘Classic’ type of double-handled jugs characteristic for the Gáta–Wieselburg cultures (Types Leeb A, and 
Hicke TA4, Fig. 38.8–14) were found in seven graves at Nagycenk. Four of them were male burials (1, 51, 55, 62). 
In a double-grave (grave 65) it was similarly the male individual (skeleton B), with whom this type of vessel was 
buried (next to his knees). Grave 66 was a female burial, but the skeleton was laid on its left side, similarly to men. 
In grave 57, of a child, a small-sized version of this vessel type was found. 

According to the typological classification established in 1987, there are two variants of the type: the one 
is Type A1, with a low centre of gravity, and a less pronounced lower part, to which the cup in grave 57 (Fig. 38.11), 
and the jug in grave 66 (Fig. 38.12) belong.132 This type was also found at Zsennye, in the grave of a young adult.133

In contrast to Type A1, the other variant, Type A3, has a more articulated profile, and its lower part is more 
pronounced. There is an elaborate example found in grave 55 (Fig. 38.8), and the biconical profile of the jug in 
grave 62 (Fig. 38.10) also connects to this variant. Type A2 is a transition between the two variants, represented by 
a vessel with a globular lower part, found in grave 65 (Fig. 38.9), and by the jugs in graves 1 and 51 (Fig. 38.13–14), 
which had a lower center of gravity and more curved necks.134 The two outstandingly rich graves of men both had 
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Fig. 39. Typology of pottery from the graves II
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this ‘classic’ Gáta–Wieselburg jug. The one in grave 1, has its parallel among the finds of grave 1 at Szakony, a 
similarly very rich female burial.135 Also, there was a wall sherd of probably a smaller double-handled jug in the fill 
of the well (feature 22) (Fig. 26.22.2).

Both variants of the large amphorae with long handles (Types Leeb D1, Hicke THG 1) were found at 
Nagycenk. They were usually used for storage, and their forms resembling that of the double-handled jugs. For the 
one with two handles – starting from the rim, and attached to the shoulder –, there are two examples in grave 56 
(Fig. 38.19–20). According to the Austrian typology, this variant is described as ‘D 1b’. Further examples are known 
from Gattendorf (Gáta) and also from Bratislava-Rusovce, but they had a stouter shape compared to the examples 
found at Nagycenk.136 There was a large, elongated, double-handled amphora found in grave 14 at Zsennye, which 
had a base ring and was also wider and shorter than the ones from Nagycenk.137 

The amphora with asymmetric handles or triple-handled amphora is a characteristic type of vessel for 
Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries (Fig. 38.15–18). The variants, decorated with “W”-shaped or swallowtail appliqué 
motifs, opposite to the short handle attached to the shoulder of the vessel, could be found also at Oggau.138 There 
were three female graves in Nagycenk (54, 66, 73) with such vessels, and they were found also in grave 79 (prob-
ably another female burial), in grave 75, and in the ceramic depot (feature 27). This type of vessel is usually of large 
size, for storage, but there are also small-sized ones, for the table, like the one in grave 73 (Fig. 38.15), smaller 
fragments of which were found in graves 74 and 79 (again female burials, Fig. 20.74.1; Fig. 24.79.2). The more 
globular form of the Oggau example is close to the one found in grave 66 at Nagycenk (Fig. 38.16), whereas the 
sharp carination on the vessels found in the ceramic depot at Zsennye (feature 17) resembles the ones found in 
graves 54 and feature 27 at Nagycenk (Fig. 38.17–18).139

The tradition of the form of vessels with asymmetric handles goes back to the early phases of the Early 
Bronze Age (Makó–Kosihy–Čaka and Somogyvár–Vinkovci cultures). Such vessels could be often found in inhuma-
tion burials, e.g. in Budapest-Szentmihályi út, or Ivanka pri Nitre (Nyitraivánka).140 Initially it was only on the 
smaller ones (ca. 10–14 cm high), that a small, short handle was applied to the belly, opposite the long handle, but 
by the end of the Early Bronze Age such handles appeared on taller jugs too (ca. 25–32 cm high). There are examples 
for vessels with asymmetric handles also in context of the Nagyrév, early Vatya, and Maros cultures.141 In grave 73, 
the small size of the asymmetric vessel (15 cm high), as well as the fact that it was unevenly worked, may hint on 
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Fig. 40. Distribution of pottery types by age and sex
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an early dating, while the elaborate biconical form of another one found in the ceramic depot (feature 27) suggests 
a later date.

At Nagycenk amphorae with short handles (Types Leeb D2 and Hicke THG 2) are represented by variant 
with two handles. In grave 56, fragments of at least three biconical amphorae (with a knob handle in-between two 
short handles on them) were found (Fig. 38.21–23). In comparison to other (published) Gáta–Wieselburg assemb-
lages, find no. 1 in grave 56 (Fig. 38.21) was a unique piece, decorated with bands of incised lines. The upper parts 
of similar amphorae found at Bratislava-Rusovce were rather decorated with ribs, while bands of incised lines were 
rather used to decorate vessels with asymmetric handles.142 A similar amphora, with narrow neck, was found in the 
cemetery at Hainburg.143 The parallels of the other two amphorae from grave 56 (Fig. 38.22–23), which had sharp 
carinations on their belly (but relatively lower) are known from a depot in Zsennye,144 and from the barrows in 
Oggau and Jois.145 Find no. 4/A in the Nagycenk depot (feature 27), had a more everted rim, and sharp carination 
on the middle part of its belly, similarly to find no. 1 in the same depot (Fig. 38.24–25). A vessel of similar form 
was found in grave 937 (of a man) at Franzhausen (I) and the forms of the two amphorae with short handles found 
in the depot (feature 27) also point to connections with the Unterwölbing culture.146 

Finds no. 10 and no. 14 in grave 56 (the original position of the latter is uncertain) were small, not well 
elaborated vessels, a jar and a bowl (Fig. 39.1–2), for dining, and they were most probably made by an apprentice 
potter – a child perhaps.147 A similar bowl was found in Bratislava-Rusovce in the grave of a 5-year-old child, bur-
ied with a horse skull.148 Small bowls, of rude finish, could be often found in the graves of children and young adults 
also in the Franzenhausen (I) cemetery.149 At Nagycenk, however, the individual in grave 56 was a 51–57-year-old 
female – perhaps these vessels were representations of members of the community, who buried her (including child-
ren and descendants).

Fragments of pots and jars (Types Leeb J, H, Hicke T1, TH 1, TH 2; Fig. 39.4–25) were found at Nagycenk 
in the highest numbers. In total 23 fragments were found in 12 graves and the ceramic depot (feature 27). Different 
versions were found – with knobs, with a single handle and without handles –, and they could be used for dining 
and cooking. Except for the double grave (65), there were all in women and children graves. In children’s graves 
there was one pot in each (graves 64, 68, 76, 79), in women’s graves (54, 56, 66) there were three of them in each. 
In the ceramic depot there was also three pots: one with a handle, the other without handle, and the third one was 
miniature and unevenly worked (Fig. 39.4). It is sometimes uncertain because of fragmentation how many handles 
or knobs the vessels originally had. Although the Austrian typological classification is based on whether the vessels 
had or had not handles, we thought it more instructive to sort the pots into categories according to their profiles. 

Pots and jars with articulated profiles (Types Leeb H3 and Hicke TH 1) with sharp carnation between the 
neck and body parts almost always had only one handle. The height of these vessels is between 10–15 cms. With 
small variations they correspond to Type H3, and often there is a small knob on the shoulder, opposite the handle 
(find 2/B, in feature 27, Fig. 39.21).150 The small pots found in graves 54 and 56 (Fig. 39.16–17), the necks of which 
were emphasized by a line running around, as well as by small oval knobs, have examples also in other Gáta–
Wieselburg assemblages found at Bratislava-Rusovce and Oggau.151 

Small pots with round shaped handles, were found in graves 66 and 64, sitting on their upper belly parts 
(Fig. 39.7.12). They were different from the finds characteristic for other Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries and stylisti-
cally closer to the types found in the graves of the Unterwölbing culture, in the cemeteries of Gemeinlebarn and 
Franzhausen.152 
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In graves 57 and 66, single handled bell shaped jars (Type Leeb H2) with slightly S-shaped profiles were 
found, in very fragmented state (Fig. 39.8–9). Because of this condition, it is unfortunately uncertain where the 
handles were attached. As for Gáta–Wieselburg finds from Austria it is more often that one finds the handle attached 
to the neck.153 A fragment of this type is known also from Bratislava-Rusovce.154

Pots with curved profiles (Types Leeb H1, J1, and Hicke T1), and with knobs, were found in graves 76 and 
79 at Nagycenk (Fig. 39.19–20). In general, one often finds traces of handles on the neck of the pots with S-shaped 
profiles, and the 1987 classification system also emphasizes the role of knobs, seated on the neck of the pots – cf. 
Type J1.155 Pots from Nagycenk have their parallels in grave 17 at Bratislava-Rusovce.156 The one in grave 66 (find 
no. 6, Fig. 39.23), however, had a longer handle-knob and a slightly more articulated profile, the parallels of which 
are known from Zsennye and Szeleste.157

The pot in grave 75 (find no. 1) represents a different type, closer to Type H1 (Fig. 39.13). From Hungary 
there is one similar piece: a scatter find from Simaság.158 The widespread use of handled pots is well illustrated by the 
fact that another analogous vessel was found in the cemetery of the Unterwölbing culture in Pottenbrunn.159 At Nagycenk 
in grave 56, there was one pot with a curved shoulder and a sharp carination on its body, resembling the type found in 
Unterwölbing cemeteries.160 During the later period of the Corded Ware culture, similar pots appeared in Moravia.161

Bowls (Fig. 39.26–32) were found in the lowest numbers at Nagycenk: there were seven altogether, and 
almost every one of them was quite fragmented.

In grave 65, there was a large vessel placed at the heads of the two skeletons (find no. 1, Fig. 39.26). Based 
on its large depth, one may call it a bowl-pot. In context of other Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries, this form type re-
mains without any parallel. The closest parallels are, in fact, vessels from Százhalombatta-Földvár and Cegléd-
Öreghegy, dating from the period of the Vatya culture.162 Similar bowl-pots were found also at the fortified Maďrovce 
settlement in Nitriansky Hrádok (Kisvárad), in a feature (no. 325) cutting through earlier layers, and other examples 
are known from the Slovakian territories of the Northern Transdanubian Encrusted Pottery Culture. This may indi-
cate that this form type was widespread during the first half of the Hungarian Middle Bronze Age.163

A similar deep bowl without knobs was found in Táp-Borbapuszta, a settlement of the Makó–Kosihy–Čaka 
culture, which could be perhaps the antecedent of this form.164 Smaller vessels – with similar profile and rougher 
surface – were found also in several graves in Franzhausen.165 

An elaborate bowl with three handles was found in grave 1 (Fig. 39.27). Its form resembles that of the Type 
G3 bowls found in Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries, yet, those bowls can be rather characterized by reverse truncated 
cone-shaped profiles.166 Vessels similar to the Nagycenk example, with curved profile and short handles, are known 
from the Gemeinlebarn cemetery of the Unterwölbing culture.167 

Most bowls with articulated profiles are characterized by 2 or 3 parts divided by carinations. Although the 
form of the bowl in grave 51 resembles that of the Type G2 bowls,168 instead of handles, there were knobs with 
vertical holes attached to their shoulders (Fig. 39.28). Parallel finds are known from those sites, which chronologi-
cally follow earlier Bell Beaker sites, e.g. in grave 1 at Ragelsdorf in the Oggau-Ragelsdorf group.169 A bowl from 
the grave of the early Nagyrév culture in Szigetszentmiklós-Felső-Ürge-hegyi dűlő had also two handles, in which 
vertical holes were drilled.170 Horizontal knobs with vertical holes occurred also in the period of the Corded Ware 
culture and of the Unterwölbing culture, e.g. in case of bowls found in the cemetery of Franzhausen I.171 

In graves 62 and 78, there were bowls with everted rims and carinations at the bottom of the neck 
(Fig. 39.29.31). Clearly they are Gáta–Wieselburg G2 or SCH 2 bowl types, their handles, however, have not been 
well preserved.172 Parallel finds, with double handles, are known from grave 20 in the Bratislava-Rusovce cem-
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etery.173 In graves 53 (of a child) and 66 (Fig. 39.30.32) the bowls preserved only fragmentarily, but the fragments 
show a tripartite form, characteristic for Type G1, which can be dated to a later period.174 There is a similar vessel 
from Gattendorf, which was found as a scatter find, and there has been another one published, found in a burial 
at Hainburg.175 

Decorations of vessels

The vessels were primarily ornamented with appliqué decorations. The small pots, of which a significant 
number was found, often had 1–3 oval knobs on their necks, or on their shoulders. The amphorae with short handles 
also often had small knobs – the sides of which were recessed, like fake-handles –, applied to the carinations on 
their belly. In case of three-handled amphorae, the sides opposite to the short handles were characteristically deco-
rated with ribs. A fragment from grave 79 is decorated with a reverse U-shape rib (Fig. 24.79.2), while other finds 
from the graves were decorated with W-shaped patterns. Also, a rough made version of the same pattern appears on 
a vessel from grave 73 (Fig. 38.15). At Zsennye such vessels were decorated with cross-shaped ribs opposite the 
short handles attached to the body. At Gattendorf, from where the culture received its name, there are examples 
decorated with omega-shapes, while at the cemetery in Bratislava-Rusovce, vessels were decorated with uneven 
wavy lines.176 The question remains, whether such variations in the type of appliqué decorations reflect chrono-
logical differences, or are rather related to the function of the vessels (i.e. what they contained), or express some-
thing symbolic in connection to the deceased.177 The W-shape was likely the less elaborately finished version of the 
swallowtail or anchor pattern, widespread in context of both the metal and ceramic finds of the Kisapostag and 
Transdanubian Encrusted Pottery Cultures.178

The profiles of single-handled cups, double-handled jugs and amphorae were often articulated by horizon-
tal ribs running around the belly or the base of the neck. Find no. 3 in grave 79, and find no. 2/A were jugs, decorated 
with more complex patterns of ribs on the upper parts of their body (Fig. 38.5.7). Vertical ribs running down from 
the neck to the carination on the belly, is a pattern characteristic for one of the groups of the Corded Ware culture, 
in the lower region of the Traisen Valley.179 A vessel in Franzhausen has its exact parallels in Nové Zámky 
(Érsekújvár) (Makó-Kosihy-Čaka culture).180 The upper parts of jugs, found in the cemetery of Franzhausen I, dated 
to the period of the Corded Ware culture, were also decorated with ribs.181 As has been pointed out, ribs applied to 
the upper parts of vessels (primarily of larger ones) is a type of decoration in the Gáta–Wieselburg culture, which 
goes back to the traditions of the Corded Ware culture.182 

Incised decorations – bands of lines running around the base of the neck, and below the base of the han-
dles – were characteristic for single-handled cups, double-handled jugs and amphorae. The unevenly incised wavy 
lines on find no. 8 in grave 1 (Fig. 38.14) has a good parallel, found in a grave at Szakony.183 Bands of lines decorat-
ing the cup from grave 79, and an amphora (find no. 1) in grave 56 (Fig. 38.6.21) resemble the patterns composed 
of ribs found on some jugs (grave 27/ 2/A, grave 79/ 3, Fig. 38.5.7). 

Organic materials 

Apart from ceramic vessels (bowls, jugs, and pots), food could be placed also in wooden vessels or caskets. 
This can be inferred, for example, in case of grave 55, where a high status man was buried with rich grave goods 
(bronze dagger, spiral arm ring, neck ring, and four gold hair rings), and the grave-pit was quite large and deep. 
However, ceramic fragments could be collected only from the area around his head, despite that there was a 1 meter 
long empty space left at his feet. In grave 77 the girl with the bronze diadem had no ceramic vessels, and the large 
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size of her grave again makes us think that perhaps food was placed in the grave pit in wood containers (e.g. wicker 
baskets). The hand gesture of this young woman could imply on holding an artifact, which is not preserved.184 As an 
example we can refer to a roughly contemporaneous inhumation burial of the Maros culture at Hódmezővásárhely, 
where a decorated textile (dress) was reconstructed, based on the remained bronze and snail ornaments.185 
At Nagycenk the conditions of the excavation and preservation did not allow us to observe textile remains. In the 
mentioned cemetery of Zsennye, however, there was a spiral arm ring in one of the graves, the corrosion of which 
preserved traces of a piece of textile, made from a mix of linen and hemp. A dyed flax veil or headkerchief is also 
known from the contemporary cemetery of the Unterwölbling culture at Franzhausen.186 

On the skull of the woman in grave 73 there was a 1 cm wide band of brownish-blackish discoloration, as 
pointed out by Zs. Zoffmann. This was perhaps the trace of a leather band, holding the headpiece, or part of a cap.187 
In the heavily disturbed Gáta–Wieselburg cemetery in Hegyeshalom, there were several female burials, in which 
blackish organic materials were found around the place of the skulls, yet, the skulls themselves were missing from 
the graves, so it could not be clarified whether these individuals had headgears.188 The spectacular female headgears 
found in the Franzhausen I cemetery, representing the Early Bronze Age material culture of Central Europe, were 
also decorations of textile or leather caps, or of veils.189 

In grave 55, traces of the wooden handle of a flanged axe were observed on the right side of the skeleton. 
Traces of dagger handlers and coffins were also found in the graves (as described above).190

THE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY OF THE EXCAVATED CEMETERY SECTION

Based on the style of ceramic vessels, the cemetery was opened in the early phase of the Gáta–Wieselburg 
culture, in Phase 3 of the Hungarian Early Bronze Age (R Br A1b). Later burials date from the early phase of the Mid-
dle Bronze Age (R Br A2a-b). When determining relative chronology, it is important to consider that certain elements 
of ceramic styles characteristic of Phase 2 of the Hungarian Early Bronze Age live on. For example, the forms of the 
Somogyvár-Vinkovci, and Corded Ware-type cups, the decorations typical for the Late Corded Ware culture, or the 
forms of Oggau-Ragelsdorf type bowls can be found, which go back to traditions of the Bell Beaker people. However, 
forms characteristic for the early Gáta–Wieselburg culture – e.g. Type C cups, less articulated double handled jugs – 
are dominant in the Nagycenk assemblage. Apart from the amphorae found in graves 54 and 56, and in the ceramic 
depot (feature 27), the use of sharply articulated profiles was untypical – except for two bowls. Since there has been 
only a small number of Gáta–Wieselburg assemblages published, in addition to scatter finds, the chronologies of large 
cemeteries with multiple phases are yet to be worked out. Based on the vessels found at Nagycenk and their parallels, 
probable datings (either to the early or the late phase of the cemetery) could be suggested in case of some graves. 
Among the more prestigious burials, grave 1 dates likely from the earlier phase, based on the curved profile of the 
double-handled jug, and the slightly spherical shape of the bowl. In case of grave 55, the elaborate style of the jug 
with base ring suggests a later date, yet, the absolute dating of the grave – 2030–1940 calBC (68.2%) – is the earliest 
among the published radiocarbon dates in context of this culture. The forms of cups from graves 73 and 74 may indi-
cate that these graves belong to the early core of the cemetery. Grave 66 was situated in the same area, however, the 
one bowl found there, which had an articulated profile, is of rather late date, similarly to the biconical jug in grave 62, 
the bowl in grave 53, and the amphorae – with sharp carinations – in graves 54 and 56 (female burials). This western 
part of the excavated area (including graves 53, 54, 56, 61, 62) may represent the later phase of the cemetery, and this 
was confirmed by a relatively late radiocarbon date from grave 61: 1880–1770 calBC (68.2%) (Fig. 41). 
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As for metal finds typical for Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries later forms (e.g. pins with spherical heads, or 
with twisted stems)191 did not occur at Nagycenk. Among the youngest artefacts, there is a pin with rolled head 
(Rollenkopfnadel). Based on material composition analysis, bronze objects from graves 55, 62, 76, 77 (the daggers, 
arm rings, hair rings, as well as the axe and the diadem) also suggest later dating, while the copper objects in grave 
1 belong to the earlier phase.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AS REFLECTED BY THE EXCAVATED PART OF THE CEMETERY

The Nagycenk cemetery is relatively richer than other Gáta–Wieselburg burial sites with its 30 copper and 
bronze and 5 gold artefacts: in Hegyeshalom, there were 42 bronze objects found in 58 graves, which is only a little 
higher number than in the excavated 27 burials of Nagycenk, and status symbolizing objects were not well repre-
sented (there were only one neck ring and one dagger found, and there was no diadem or axe).192 On the one hand, 
this could be perhaps explained by “grave robbings”, i.e. the re-opening of graves, as this was typical for inhumation 
cemeteries of the Central European Early Bronze Age.193 Notably, none of the graves at Nagycenk was re-opened 
intentionally. On the other hand, the rich metal finds in both female and male burials, and occasionally in graves of 
children (e.g. grave 53) indicate the presence of high status families, where the wealth and status could be passed 
on the descendants.194 The social status of the 29 individuals was different and based on the grave inventories one 
may set up the following categories (Fig. 42–43).195 

Category 1 a: Grave 55, where there was a man found, buried with a bronze dagger, an axe, an arm band, 
and four gold hair rings, as well as Grave 53, a child, ornated with a gold Noppenring, bronze hair rings and neck 
ring, a spiral bead, a bronze and Dentalium necklace and an armring, belong here too. The middle-aged warrior in 
grave 55 can be identified as a chief of the village community. His wealth is demonstrated not only by his weapons, 
but also by his gold hair rings. Similar gold hair rings and a flat bronze axe were found in burial assemblages of the 
Únětice culture in Central Germany, such as e.g. in the Fürstengrab at Osmünde (Saalkreis), dated to 1950–1650 
BC. Compared to these large barrows, the Nagycenk grave (55) was certainly more modest, within the context of 
Gáta–Wieselburg culture cemeteries and the Nagycenk cemetery itself, however, this grave stands out clearly also 
with its larger size, so we can assume that this was the final resting place of a Bronze Age chief. The childe 

Fig. 41. Radiocarbon dates from at Nagycenk-Lapos-rét, graves 55, 51, 61 
(calibrated with the program OxCal 4.3, and calibration curve IntCal 13; broNk ramsey 2009; reimer et al. 2013)

191 NeuGebauer 1994, Abb. 28–29; DuberoW et al. 2009, 
338–340. Younger phase of the Gáta–Wieselburg culture can be dated 
between 1900 and 1600 BC, based on the four 14C dates from the 
cemetery of Zsennye, spanning the entire Reinecke Br A2 period and 
the Hungarian Middle Bronze Age 1-2 phases. NaGy 2013, Abb. 3–6; 
melis 2017, Table 1.

192 melis in print, a.

193 kümmel 2009, 170–173; kreNN-leeb 2011a, 18–25; 
beNkovsky-Pivovarová–chroPovský 2015, 96–97, Abb. 104; 
melis 2017.

194 sosNa 2009, 131–132; kiss 2012, 254.
195 schWarz 2014, 718–719, Abb. 1a–1b; meller 2017. 

The grave inventory of the small child and the woman’s grave finds in 
grave 66 could not be separated.
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(in grave 53) with a gold hair ring and copper neck ring was perhaps a member of this high status family, too. Grave 
1 – with the wooden structure – also belongs here, in which a young man was laid, buried with multiple metal196 
artefacts (two copper neck rings, two copper daggers, an arm ring, and a Cypriot pin).

Category 1b consist of both male (graves 61, 62) and female burials (graves 54, 77, and perhaps 79). These 
individuals were of somewhat lesser status, buried with heavy copper or bronze objects, daggers, jewelries (neck 
rings, diadem, arm ring), but no gold jewelries. The young girl with the bronze diadem (grave 77) buried nearby 
were perhaps another member of the mentioned high status family.

Category 2 consists of graves 56, 58, 66, 76, 78, where we find individuals buried only with small pieces 
of bronze jewelry (e.g. hair rings, bronze spirals).

Category 3 includes individuals, who were buried only with vessels in graves 51, 57, 65/B males, females 
in graves 64, 65/A, 68, 73, 74; children in graves 57, 59, 70. 

Category 4 consists of four graves without grave goods: graves 60, 69 (of men); 67 (a woman), and 71 (a child). 
Based on the recently published analysis of 23 burials in the cemetery at Zsennye, there were similarly four 

hierarchical categories established by M. Nagy, from the lowest (I.) to the highest (IV.).197 There was only grave 15 
in the highest category (IV), of a man, who was buried with two neck rings and gold hair rings. Burials categorized 

196 The deposition of several, almost identical weapons 
was defined as over-endowment (Überaustattung) with the aim of 
emphasizing the status of the deceased (haNseN 2002).

197 NaGy 2013, 116–117, Taf. 40.

Fig. 42. 1: Distribution of social categories at Nagycenk-Lapos-rét based on grave goods; 2: Association of social categories with sex and age
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Fig. 43. 1: Map of Nagycenk-Lapos-rét cemetery with weight of the metal grave goods; 2: Map of Nagycenk-Lapos-rét cemetery  
with social categories based on grave assemblages
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as Category III at Zsennye, were the ones with bronze objects, i.e. individuals, who were buried with possible status 
symbols (one with a fragmented neck ring, the other with a dagger: graves 1 and 13). There were 9 burials in the 
(II) category, buried only with ceramic vessels, and another 9 in the lowest category (I) without grave goods. These 
data provide a picture on a social hierarchy similar to that in Nagycenk, however, in Zsennye the burials were heav-
ily disturbed, and the proportion of deceased, buried only with ceramic or without grave goods, is much higher. The 
similar model of the social organization of the contemporary Únětice culture was established recently by H. Meller, 
based on an analysis of grave inventories.198 According to this model the biruals from Nagycentk correspond to the 
lower five tiers of the Únětice culture's social pyramid.

The oval arrangement of burials around grave 55 and grave 1 suggests that each of these correspond to a 
household of high status men representing a few generations of people living in the settlement excavated close to 
the cemetery of Nagycenk.

SUMMARY

The 29 individuals found in 27 graves at Nagycenk were buried there in the time period between 2000–
1700 BC, according to radiocarbon dates – i.e. at the end of the Early Bronze Age and the beginning of the Middle 
Bronze Age in Hungary. The cemetery is of unique importance, both because of the richness of the assemblages (30 
bronze objects, 5 gold jewelries) and the scarcity of published Gáta–Wieselburg cemeteries. 15 percent of the ca. 
180 burials in total, which relate to this culture in Hungary, are in this cemetery. Pottery style, typology and raw 
material of metal artefacts, as well as the absolute chronological data (with the earliest among the published radio-
carbon dates in context of this culture) support the dating of the cemetery section to the early phase of the Gáta–
Wieselburg culture.

The 29 individuals were of different social status: based on their grave goods three of them were of the 
highest status (1a), and another five of them were of the second highest category (1b), buried with heavy bronze 
jewelries and weapons as status symbols. High status of the deceased ranked to category 1a–b, who may be equipped 
with a considerable amount of organic grave goods, is also suggested by the size and deepness of their grave pits. 
Five individuals were classified into a somewhat lower status category (with small bronze jewelries), 11 in the next 
one, only with ceramics, and four deceased without grave goods in the lowest category. Based on the excavated part 
of the cemetery few generations of the one or two high status households of the Bronze Age community at Nagycenk 
could have been studied. 
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